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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and –
FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN APS
(Sworn October 29th, 2020)
I, Stephen Aps, of the City of Brampton, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND
SAY:
1.

I am the representative Plaintiff in this action. I have direct knowledge of the matters to

which I depose in this affidavit. Where the information in this affidavit is not based on my direct
knowledge, but is based upon information and belief from other sources, I have stated the source
of that information and I believe that information to be true.
2.

This affidavit is in support of an Order certifying this action as a class proceeding,

approving the proposed settlement of this action, approving the distribution protocol, approving
class counsel fees and disbursements, and approving an honorarium to me as the representative
plaintiff.
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BACKGROUND
3.

The class is comprised of the following individuals:
All current or former Travel Consultants employed by Flight Centre in the
Provinces of Ontario, British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, for the period from December 2008 to the
date certification is granted in this action

4.

While class counsel and I had initially believed at the time that this action was started that

there were approximately 10,000 people in the class, we discovered through the course of litigation
that there are slightly less than 5,000 people in the class.
5.

I worked at Flight Centre as a Travel Consultant from April 2014 to January 2015.

6.

The procedural history of the action, the settlement negotiations, the nature of the

settlement and the reasons for counsel’s recommendation of the settlement are all set out in the
affidavit of Joshua Mandryk (the “Mandryk affidavit”), a lawyer with Goldblatt Partners LLP
(“class counsel”), filed on these motions. In addition, the Mandryk affidavit sets out the efforts to
bring the Notice of Certification and Settlement Approval Hearing to the attention of class
members. I have read the Mandryk affidavit in draft form and I agree with its contents.
7.

A copy of the retainer agreement dated February 19, 2019 pursuant to which I retained

class counsel is attached to my affidavit as Exhibit “A”.
SETTLEMENT APPROVAL AND DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL
8.

I instructed counsel with respect to the proposed settlement. I support it, and I believe that

it is fair and reasonable and in the best interests of the class. As I said in the joint press release, I
am proud of this settlement and what it achieves for Flight Centre’s Travel Consultants. The
benefits of the settlement are as follows.
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9.

The settlement provides that Flight Centre will pay $7 million ("Settlement Amount”) in

full and final settlement of the class action, inclusive of all costs (including fees and
disbursements). The net proceeds of the Settlement Amount will be distributed to the class
members based on a distribution protocol that takes into account the number of weeks class
members worked during the class period, assumes an average number of hours per work week,
and pays a proportionate value to each class member based on: the overtime thresholds established
by the applicable employment standards legislation in the province in which they work(ed);
whether the work was performed within the two-year statutory limitation period, or before; and,
recognition of a statutory exemption for commissioned salespeople for class members in British
Columbia.
10.

This settlement will provide a significant amount to the Travel Consultants for their unpaid

overtime. Although the amount that each Travel Consultant will receive may not be a full recovery
for all their unpaid overtime, it is still a significant amount of money, and will compensate for
much if not all of the time that the Travel Consultants were working in excess of the overtime
thresholds under the applicable employment standards legislation, which was previously unpaid.
11.

Another benefit to the settlement is that it applies to the entire class. Although not all class

members will receive the same amount under the settlement, every class member who worked for
Flight Centre during the class period is eligible to receive a payment under the settlement. The
amount that each class member will receive is not the same, which reflects the different overtime
thresholds in the different jurisdictions, the different rules for commissioned employees in British
Columbia, and the fact that some of the unpaid overtime hours accumulated prior to the statutory
limitation periods.
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12.

An important benefit of the settlement is that class members will be entitled to receive a

settlement payment without having to prove exactly how much unpaid time they worked and on
what dates. When I worked there, Flight Centre had no system in place to track, monitor, record,
or compensate class members for their actual hours worked. While it is possible some class
members kept some record of what they worked, in my experience this would not have been
common. Furthermore, the records maintained by Flight Centre were limited and would not reflect
class members’ actual hours of work. The calculation of individual class members’ damages would
be a complicated exercise that would become even more difficult with the passage of time, as
people’s memories would fade and any documents for some individual class members that might
assist in proving damages (notes, calendars, etc.) could be lost. I am also aware that calculating
damages individually would be challenging because of differences in rates over time and between
jurisdictions.
13.

A significant benefit of the settlement is that Flight Centre is required to implement, on a

go-forward basis, a timekeeping system to track and record the daily hours of work for all
employees in the job classifications covered by the Minutes of Settlement. As I said in my quote
in the February 25, 2019 Toronto Star article announcing the launch of this lawsuit, which is
attached to my affidavit as Exhibit “B”, this class action is about more than just reclaiming our
back pay. It is about changing company-wide practices and improving working conditions in the
entire industry. I reiterated this view in the press release issued jointly by Flight Centre and
Goldblatt Partners on August 24, 2020 (“the joint press release”), which is attached to my affidavit
as Exhibit “C”. I believe that Flight Centre’s agreement to implement a timekeeping system goes
a long way towards achieving these objectives. This was hard-fought in the negotiations and was
really important to me, as it will ensure Flight Centre changes its behaviour. I believe this will
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result in class members earning significant time off in lieu, or simply working less hours to begin
with, which is a substantial benefit to employees working at Flight Centre now and in the future.
14.

I understand that the $7 million paid as part of settlement agreement is significantly less

than the $100 million set out in the Statement of Claim. However, I believe that the $7 million
represents a significant portion of the actual potential damages in this class action, and together
with the policy change we were able to extract from Flight Centre, represents a positive outcome
for the class, and one which I am proud to support. I have reviewed the Benefits of the Settlement
at paragraphs 96-132 of the Mandryk affidavit and agree with these statements.
15.

While I was prepared to continue to litigate this matter, I see the value of a settlement which

provides certainty as well as ensures that class members will receive a meaningful and timely
payment. I am advised by class counsel that the resolution of the motion for certification and a
common issues trial would likely take several years, and that even following a common issues trial
there could be further proceedings with respect to any individual issues. Moreover, appeals may
take place at different stages of the litigation, further prolonging the litigation. Thus, even if we
were successful, it would be several years before class members would receive compensation. In
addition, I understand that it is not certain that we would be successful at trial.
16.

I am also acutely aware that given the tremendous uncertainty and the negative impact of

COVID-19 on the travel industry, we cannot be certain about whether, many years down the line,
even if we were successful in the litigation, Flight Centre would still be in business and able to
satisfy a judgment. This is always a concern in litigation, but is particularly the case in this matter
given the unique and unprecedented impact on the travel industry of the global pandemic caused
by COVID-19.
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17.

The economic slowdown caused by the global pandemic has also placed class members

into a particularly precarious position. I have heard from those that remain in the travel industry
that they are facing financial devastation as that industry loses money and they lose their jobs. This
means that a settlement amount now, rather than potential success through litigation further down
the line, will be a significant benefit for many class members. Also, as some class members leave
Flight Centre or the travel industry altogether, it may become more and more difficult to track
them down over time.
18.

Rather than proceed with further litigation, I believe that it is in the best interests of the

class to settle this action on the terms set forth in the proposed settlement and provide
compensation to class members in relatively short order. I believe that the proposed settlement
provides a fair, workable, and economical method of compensating members of the class.
19.

I am aware that the Notice of Certification, Settlement, Distribution Protocol and Fee

Approval Hearing were distributed by class counsel through the proposed claims administrator,
Trilogy Class Action Services, and were also posted on class counsel’s website. I received a copy
of the Notice.
20.

Once the proposed settlement was made public, I was contacted by class members who

congratulated me about the settlement. From speaking with former co-workers and based on the
number of other class members who reached out to me directly, I believe the settlement has come
to the attention of the class.
21.

In my communications with class members following the announcement of the settlement,

no one has raised with me any concern that the settlement is unfair or unreasonable. The class
members that I have heard from were happy about the settlement, including the amount. Class
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members have told me they believe the settlement will cause a change in how Flight Centre and
other travel industry employers operate and will ensure employees are properly compensated for
their work. Class members have been very appreciative of my role in the class action and the
settlement and have overwhelmingly viewed the outcome as a positive one.
APPROVAL OF CLASS COUNSEL FEES
22.

Class counsel have devoted significant resources to this case to date. I have regularly

communicated with the counsel who have primarily worked on this file (namely, Charles Sinclair,
Nadine Blum, Mariam Moktar and Joshua Mandryk). I believe that class counsel served the
interests of the class at all times and were focused on maximizing the ultimate recovery for class
members. I am confident that class counsel will take all necessary steps to ensure that the
settlement benefits are received by as many class members as possible.
23.

I clearly understood from my discussions with class counsel that this litigation was

undertaken on a contingency fee basis and that class counsel would not be paid unless the case
was successful (either through a settlement or a trial). I further understand that, if the fees are
approved, class counsel will receive fees in the amount of 25% of the total Settlement Amount,
plus disbursements and applicable taxes, in accordance with the retainer agreement I entered into
with class counsel. I am aware that, if the fees are approved, class counsel will receive a premium
over and above their hourly fees. I support this payment for several reasons. Class counsel carried
out their responsibilities with a high degree of skill and efficiency and obtained a very favourable
result in a relatively short time. Class counsel also incurred significant risk by undertaking the
class action on a contingency fee basis. I support the fee request and consider it reasonable in the
circumstances.
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APPROVAL OF THE HONORARIA
24.

The settlement also provides for an honorarium for me. I believe this recognizes the work

I put into the litigation and the financial hardship and career-related repercussions that I have faced
in being the representative plaintiff in this class action.
25.

I have been personally involved in bringing attention to this class action. When I initially

commenced this action, an article written by Sara Mojtehedzadeh was published in the Toronto
Star on February 25, 2019 about the class action in which I was quoted. As mentioned, a copy of
this article is attached to my affidavit as Exhibit “B”. I understand that this article by Ms.
Mojtehedzadeh, or versions of it, were produced in the Hamilton Spectator, openjaw.com,
pressreader.com, and the Star Metro.
26.

Another article about the class action was published in PAX News, a travel trade news

website and magazine, on February 26, 2019 and is attached at Exhibit “D” to my Affidavit.
27.

Another article about the class action was published in Travelweek News, a different travel

trade news website, on February 26, 2019 and is attached at Exhibit “E” to my Affidavit.
28.

When the Settlement Agreement was executed, Flight Centre and Goldblatt Partners issued

the joint press release on August 24, 2020, which again is attached at Exhibit “C”. I was quoted
in the joint press release. Following the joint press release, several articles were published about
the settlement.
29.

The Canadian Press wrote an article that was published on several different news sites on

August 24, 2020, including the Globe and Mail, the Toronto Star, CityNews, the Vancouver
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Courier, BNN Bloomberg, News Break, Infotel Multimedia, Talent Canada, and Empire Advance.
The version of the story published in the Toronto Star is attached at Exhibit “F”.
30.

An article about the settlement was also published by PAX News on August 24, 2020 and

is attached at Exhibit “G”. I am mentioned by name in this article and it includes my quote from
the joint press release.
31.

Sara Mojtehedzadeh also wrote a follow-up piece on the settlement for the Toronto Star on

August 25, 2020. I was quoted in this article and my picture was published. A copy of this article
is attached at Exhibit “H”.
32.

Many class members contacted me over social media and email after reading the articles

on the launching of the class action and again when the class action was settled. I directed class
members who contacted me to the website for the class action to register and get more information,
or to Joshua Mandryk, part of the class counsel team at Goldblatt Partners LLP.
33.

In the course of this litigation, I met many times with class counsel. I provided feedback

and instruction on documents, and class counsel consulted me regularly about the steps in the
action. I swore an affidavit on November 18, 2019 concerning my experiences as part of the
certification motion record, and a reply affidavit on May 24, 2020 in reply to certain allegations
raised in Flight Centre’s responding record for certification. I also reviewed all of the motion
materials filed with the court.
34.

Class counsel met with me in advance of the mediation with Joel Wiesenfeld to plan the

strategy for the negotiations. I personally attended the two-day mediation with Mr. Wiesenfeld and
Flight Centre. I was present during my counsel’s discussions with Mr. Wiesenfeld, and I also spoke
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with counsel privately throughout the mediation to confirm any instructions concerning the
progress of the negotiations.
35.

During the mediation, we worked hard on our own proposals as well as responding to those

of Flight Centre. The mediation took two full days and extended beyond the end of the scheduled
mediation on the second day. I can confirm that the negotiations were hard-fought and arm’s
length. I am satisfied that we got the maximum amount possible from Flight Centre during the
negotiations. I took an active role throughout the mediation and was pleased that class counsel
sought my advice and input as well as my instructions during the course of the two days.
36.

I have estimated, to the best of my ability, the number of hours I have spent on this class

action. The hours total 110. These hours were spent on the following tasks, amongst others:
a. meeting, emailing and speaking on the phone with class counsel leading up to my
agreement to act as representative plaintiff;
b. reviewing the retainer agreement and meeting with counsel to sign it;
c. preparing a statement with class counsel to be provided to Ms. Mojtehedzadeh from
the Toronto Star, providing that statement to Ms. Mojtehezadeh over the phone,
and hosting a photographer to my home for the February 25, 2019 article by Ms.
Mojtehezadeh in the Toronto Star;
d. speaking and emailing with Flight Centre employees I knew from my time at the
company;
e. gathering documents relevant to the class action for use by class counsel;
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f. reviewing drafts of the statement of claim;
g. reviewing drafts of the affidavits I swore for use on the certification motion and
meeting with counsel to swear the affidavits;
h. reviewing Flight Centre’s responding materials on the certification motion and
giving feedback to counsel;
i. discussing the possibility of mediation with class counsel;
j. meeting with class counsel in advance of the mediation to discuss the measure of
damages and our strategy at the mediation;
k. attending the two-day mediation with Joel Wiesenfeld;
l. reviewing drafts of the settlement agreement prior to its execution; and
m. reviewing drafts of the joint press release and preparing my quote for the release.
37.

When the class action was launched in February 2019, I was unemployed and looking for

work. I spoke with a recruiter in the travel industry in or around June 2019 who told me that I
would not be hired in the industry because I was the representative plaintiff in this action. Although
I was not explicitly told by employers that they would not hire me for this reason, I was unable to
secure work in the travel industry.
38.

I believe that being the representative plaintiff in this action has impacted my ability to get

work in other industries as well. In 2019, I applied for more than 85 different jobs and I interviewed
at more than twenty of those employers. However, I was unable to secure permanent employment.
Prior to this time, I never experienced similar difficulty securing employment at any point during
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my career; in fact, given my experience I had always felt that I was sought-after, and I had
previously been contacted by recruiters looking to hire me into different roles in the travel industry.
I believe that this change was because employers found out about my involvement in this class
action against my former employer given the significant media attention it received, and then did
not want to employ me.
39.

For example, I was hired at an insurance company in or around June 2019. My employment

was terminated after three weeks, during the probationary period. After my employment was
terminated, two different employees who remained at that company told me the company had
found out about my involvement in this class action and that is why they let me go.
40.

In or around December 9, 2019, I secured temporary work with Canada Post as a Mail

Service Carrier delivering parcels to offices in downtown Toronto. I am still with Canada Post,
although now I work as a Postal Clerk handling and sorting mail and doing other manual tasks at
the plant in Mississauga. These positions are outside the scope of work that I had experience in,
and I do not make as much money as I was making in the travel industry.
41.

While I appreciate receiving an honorarium recognizing all the work I have put into this

action and the economic hardship I have suffered as a result of being the face of this case, I would
support the proposed settlement regardless. I did not pursue this class action in order to get an
honorarium, and in fact I was not aware that an honorarium was an option until some time after I
had signed my class action contingency fee retainer agreement and the Statement of Claim was
issued. In my communications with other class members about the settlement, no one has raised
with me any concern about either class counsel fees or the honorarium.
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This is Exhibit “A” to the
Affidavit of Stephen Aps sworn
before me thiss 29th day of October,
O
2020.
_____________________________
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Canada’s largest bricks-and-mortar travel retailer routinely failed to
pay employees overtime and created “unlawful barriers” to claiming
accurate compensation, according to a proposed class-action lawsuit
worth more than $100 million.
The suit launched Friday by Toronto-based labour law firm Goldblatt
Partners claims Flight Centre, a well-known travel company with 150
stores across Canada, “regularly required” employees to work beyond
their scheduled hours but instituted “unlawful” overtime policies
that shortchanged them out of payment and overtime protections.
As a result, workers were “systemically prevented from claiming
and/or receiving overtime compensation in accordance with the
applicable employment standards legislation,” the statement of claim
says.
ARTICLE CONTINUES BELOW

If certified, the class action will seek $100 million in general damages
for thousands of employees across the country dating back to October
2010, as well as $10 million in punitive damages.
Allison Wallace, Flight Centre’s vice-president of corporate
communications, said the company intended to vigorously defend
itself.
“We don’t believe we’ve done anything wrong,” she said. “At this
point, now that it’s a legal matter, I can’t comment further than that
at this time.”
According to the class action’s statement of claim, Flight Centre
travel consultants have employment contracts that stipulate fulltime hours of work, a base salary plus commission, which constitutes
a significant portion of their compensation.
ARTICLE CONTINUES BELOW
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incentivizes them to “work longer
g and harder in order to sell more,”
the suit says.
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

Getting away with pharmacy fraud is ‘no problem’ in Ontario

Deputy OPP commissioner Brad Blair, who blew the whistle on
Premier Doug Ford’s push for a customized van, has been fired

“While class members regularly work significantly in excess of their
scheduled hours, the defendant has no system in place to track,
monitor, record or compensate (them) for their actual hours
worked.”
Stephen Aps was a Mississauga-based international travel consultant
employed by Flight Centre from 2014 to 2015. His base salary was
$27,000 a year and he averaged about 45 to 50 hours of work a week —
but he worked longer hours during busy periods, according to the
statement of claim. He was never compensated either with overtime
pay or time off in lieu, the lawsuit says.
“This class action is about more than just reclaiming our back pay,”
said Aps. “It’s about changing company-wide practices and improving
working conditions in the entire industry.”
Goldblatt lawyer Nadine Blum said the retail travel industry is a “high
pressure” sector where employees are often expected to work as long
as required to hit sales targets and support customers.
“The employers who reap the benefits of that work should be
properly compensating employees for their time,” she said.
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

A homeless Toronto man has created a movable shelter

An 11-year-old in Argentina was raped, and a hospital denied her an
abortion

“We hope that this proposed class action serves as a powerful
reminder that employees are not disentitled to overtime pay merely
because they are paid on a salaried basis,” added co-counsel Josh
Mandryk.
“There’s a misconception that employees who are on commission
aren’t entitled to overtime and that’s not the case.”
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employees were required to sign averaging agreements and excess
weekly hours of work agreements — legal tools that reduce
employers’ overtime obligations, the statement of claim says.
The contract also stipulated that employees must attend staff
meetings, “buzz nights,” and training sessions. According to the class
action, workers were not remunerated for this time.
The contract specifies that overtime is only payable when specifically
authorized by management and that in “some cases” the company
could offer “special incentives” as compensation for overtime — a
practice the class action calls unlawful.
Overall, the contracts do “not allow for payment of overtime to
persons who are routinely required or permitted to work overtime to
fulfil the basic duties of their employment,” according to the suit.
“By virtue of the power imbalance inherent to the employeeemployer relationship, the class members are powerless to challenge
the unlawful aspects of the defendant’s overtime policy,” the
statement of claim says.

Get more of the Star in your inbox
Never miss the latest news from the Star. Sign up for our newsletters to get today's
top stories, your favourite columnists and lots more in your inbox
Sign Up Now

“In attempting to do so, they would risk discharge and/or
employment and career-related sanctions.”
In order to proceed, the class action must first be certified in court.
Mandryk said the hearing would likely take place within the year.
Flight Centre has outlets in Ontario, British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. Its parent
company, which is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange,
earned around $2.7 billion in global revenue last year.
Sara Mojtehedzadeh is a Toronto-based reporter covering labour-related issues. Follow
her on Twitter: @saramojtehedz
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This is Exhibit “C” to the
Affidavit of Stephen Aps sworn
before me this
his 29th day of October,
O
2020.
_____________________________
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__________
A Comm
Commissioner,
m issioner etc.
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SETTLEMENT – JOINT STATEMENT
$7 MILLION SETTLEMENT REACHED IN CLASS ACTION AGAINST FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
CANADA
Toronto – August 24, 2020
Stephen Aps and Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre Canada”) are pleased to
announce that they have reached a settlement in the proposed employment class action, Aps v. Flight
Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc.
In February 2019, a proposed class action was commenced against Flight Centre Canada, claiming that the
company breached provincial employment standards legislation across the country by failing to track and
properly compensate its travel consultants for the overtime hours they worked.
Flight Centre Canada denied these claims and has been defending this lawsuit. No determination has
been made on the merits of the claims.
In July 2020, the parties entered into settlement discussions with the help of their respective counsel
(Goldblatt Partners LLP and Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP) and an agreed-upon mediator. Following
a mediation, the parties reached a settlement, which is subject to court approval.
Pursuant to the terms of the settlement, Flight Centre Canada will pay $7 million CDN to the class, inclusive
of legal fees, disbursements, administrative expenses and an honorarium to the plaintiff, to be distributed
to class members, with each member’s respective portion to be calculated based on factors including their
length of employment and province of work. In addition, under the terms of the settlement, Flight Centre
will be implementing a new timekeeping system for recording and tracking overtime hours.
Employment standards legislation varies across the country, and the distribution of funds will take these
differences into account by providing greater relative compensation to those in provinces with lower
overtime thresholds and will also recognize that British Columbia’s legislation contains a unique
exemption from overtime pay for commissioned salespeople.
Pursuant to the terms of the settlement, the class will give Flight Centre Canada a comprehensive full and
final release. This settlement, which is subject to court approval, will fully and finally resolve the litigation.
“I am proud of this settlement and what it achieves for Flight Centre’s travel consultants,” said
Representative Plaintiff Stephen Aps. “As anyone who has worked in the travel industry knows, the work
of travel consultants is hard, and often involves putting in long hours to meet the needs of their clients. I
am particularly pleased that under the settlement, Flight Centre will implement a new timekeeping system
for recording and tracking overtime hours that will ensure employees are properly compensated.”
Flight Centre Canada President John Beauvais stated that: “We are pleased to be able to put this litigation
behind us as we respond to the challenges facing the travel industry caused by COVID-19 and prepare to
welcome our clients back to travel. More than ever, our clients will need travel consultants to guide them
in their bookings. We will continue to comply with applicable employment standards legislation governing
hours of work and overtime to maintain our reputation as an employer of choice for motivated travel
consultants while ensuring that they are fully compensated for all of their hard work.”

CAN_DMS: \134863256\1
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More details related to the proposed settlement are available at www.flightcentreclassaction.com
Media inquiries:
Joshua Mandryk
Goldblatt Partners LLP
416-979-6970
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Allison Wallace
VP, Corporate Communications & CSR
Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc.
allison.wallace@flightcentre.ca

CAN_DMS: \134863256\1
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Flight Centre caught up in $100M class acঞon lawsuit
Other

 02-26-2019 1:15 pm  Chris ne Hogg

Chrisঞne Hogg
Chris ne Hogg is the Associate Digital Editor at PAX Global Media. Prior to joining PAX, she obtained her Honours BA in Journalism from the
University of Toronto. Upon gradua ng, she went on to write for several travel publica ons while travelling the world. Her longest trip was a
three-week s nt in Europe, and the shortest was a 16-hour adventure in Iceland. Get in touch: chris ne@paxglobalmedia.com.



A proposed class ac on for unpaid over me in the sum of $100 million has been filed against Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. on
behalf of all current and former travel consultants who worked for Flight Centre in Canada since October 2010 (the “class members”).
The Statement of Claim alleges, among other things, that Flight Centre violated applicable employment standards legislaঞon and its
contracts of employment with class members by failing to pay for over me work.
Goldbla Partners LLP represents the proposed representa ve plain ﬀ in this ac on.

"The type of unpaid overࢼme which is alleged in the statement of claim is pervasive in our economy, and we hope the case
serves as a powerful reminder to workers and employers about their respecࢼve rights and obligaࢼons at work," Joshua
Mandryk, representaࢼve, Goldbla Partners LLP, told PAX.
"We esࢼmate there are thousands of members in this proposed class."

Flight Centre responds
https://newswest.paxeditions.com/news/pnw-other/flight-centre-caught-100m-class-action-lawsuit
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rejects the claim.

"Flight Centre complies with applicable employment standards legislaࢼon governing hours of work and overࢼme as the claim
itself acknowledges," Wallace said. "The claim makes several false asserࢼons and many of the allegaࢼons are factually
incorrect. Flight Centre denies the allegaࢼons and will be vigorously defending this claim."

The details
According to the claim put forth, the defendant (Flight Centre Travel Group) failed to implement and maintain an eﬀec ve, reasonable and
accurate Class-wide system or procedure that accurately documented and recorded valid over me hours.
Thus, employees were not compensated for their labour, the claim states.
The claim also alleges that Flight Centre failed to no fy Class Members of their en tlement to over me pay for hours worked in excess of
the over me threshold under the applicable employment standards legisla on.
Because travel agents earn a base salary and have the ability to pull in commission, many of them work longer and harder to ensure that
they can take home a higher percentage of their sales as commission.
In the case of Flight Centre, those who logged over me hours were not fairly compensated for their eﬀorts, the claim states.
According to the full report, those aﬀected were, and in some cases s ll are, "regularly required to work beyond their scheduled hours of
work due to the client-centred nature of their sales posi ons.
The Class Members are frequently required to work through their unpaid lunch breaks and forgo their lunch break altogether to serve
clients entering the store or contac ng them via email and telephone.
Furthermore, the Class Members are regularly required to work beyond their scheduled hours of work in order to serve clients who enter
the store or call or email them at or near the end of their scheduled shi s."

About Flight Centre
Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. is the largest brick and mortar travel retailer in Canada, with approximately 150 stores in Ontario,
Briঞsh Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scoঞa and Newfoundland.
Flight Centre is a “big box” retailer, with highly standardized work loca ons, job descrip ons, policies and prac ces.
Flight Centre is the Canadian subsidiary of Flight Centre Travel Group Ltd. (“Flight Centre Travel Group”), a global travel retailer founded in
1982.
Flight Centre Travel Group consists of 40 corporate and wholesale brands, located in Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, South
Africa, India, United Arab Emirates, Singapore, China, United States and Canada. Flight Centre began opera ng in Canada in 1995.
Don't miss a single travel story: subscribe to PAX today!
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False assertions, allegations in
proposed class action lawsuit, says
Flight Centre
Tuesday, February 26, 2019
Posted by Travelweek Group

TORONTO — Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. says it
intends to fight back against a proposed $100 million class
action lawsuit, charging that the class action suit makes
several false assertions and factually incorrect allegations.
The lawsuit, filed Feb. 20 and coming to light yesterday,
alleges Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. violated
applicable employment standards legislation and its contracts
of employment with class members by failing to pay for
overtime work.
Goldblatt Partners LLP, based in Toronto, is handling the $100
million proposed class action filing, open to all current and
former travel consultants who worked for Flight Centre in
Canada since October 2010.
In a company statement issued by Allison Wallace, VP,
Corporate Communication & CSR, The Americas for Flight
Centre Travel Group, the retail travel giant responds: “Flight
Centre complies
with applicable
employment
standards
p
pp
p y
https://www.travelweek.ca/news/false-assertions-allegations-in-proposed-class-action-lawsuit-says-flight-centre/
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tself acknowledges.
acknowledges.
“The claim makes several false assertions and many of the
allegations are factually incorrect.
“Flight Centre denies the allegations and will be vigorously
defending this claim.”
The 29-page Statement of Claim, available through a link at
flightcentreclassaction.com, alleges that Flight Centre failed to
ensure that hours of work were monitored and accurately
recorded, among other things. The allegations mainly focus on
failure to pay overtime and a work environment where
employees were “required and/or permitted and/or suwered
to work hours in excess of those scheduled, including hours
both below and in excess of the overtime threshold under the
applicable employment standards legislation, in order to carry
out the duties assigned to them.”
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Travel agents reach $7-million settlement in class action
against Flight Centre
By The Canadian Press
Mon., Aug. 24, 2020

 1 min. read

TORONTO - Flight Centre Travel Group Inc. has reached a $7-million settlement in a proposed class action lawsuit against it by its
Canadian travel agents.
The case began in February 2019, when a plaintiff claimed the Australian company’s Canadian wing failed to properly compensate
its agents for overtime, breaching provincial employment standards.
Flight Centre Canada has denied these claims and no ruling was made on them.
Under the settlement, the $7-million payout will include legal fees, administrative expenses and an honorarium for each class
member based on their province and length of employment.
Flight Centre will also implement a new timekeeping system for logging and tracking overtime hours.
The deal, reached after mediation, is subject to court approval.
“As anyone who has worked in the travel industry knows, the work of travel consultants is hard, and often involves putting in long
hours to meet the needs of their clients,” plaintiff Stephen Aps said in a statement. “I am proud of this settlement and what it
achieves for Flight Centre’s travel consultants.”
“We are pleased to be able to put this litigation behind us as we respond to the challenges facing the travel industry caused by
COVID-19 and prepare to welcome our clients back to travel,” said Flight Centre Canada president John Beauvais.
Travel agents who were members of the class action number “in the thousands,” said Joshua Mandryk, the plaintiff’s lawyer.
This report by The Canadian Press was first published Aug. 24, 2020

YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

https://www.thestar.com/business/2020/08/24/travel-agents-reach-7-million-settlement-in-class-action-against-flight-centre.html
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$7 million selement reached in class acঞon against Flight Centre
Canada
Agency



 08-24-2020 10:01 am  Pax Global Media

Pax Global Media

Stephen Aps and Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) have reached a se lement in the proposed employment class ac on, Aps v. Flight
Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc.
In February 2019, a proposed class ac on was commenced against Flight Centre Canada, claiming that the company breached provincial
employment standards legisla on across the country by failing to track and properly compensate its travel consultants for the over me
hours they worked.

Adver sing
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Flight Centre Canada denied these claims and has been defending this lawsuit. No determina on has been made on the merits of the
claims.

In July 2020, the par es entered into se lement discussions with the help of their respec ve counsel (Goldbla Partners LLP and Norton
Rose Fulbright Canada LLP) and an agreed-upon mediator.
Following a media on, the par es reached a se lement, which is subject to court approval.
Pursuant to the terms of the se lement, Flight Centre Canada will pay $7 million (CAD) to the class, inclusive of legal fees, disbursements,
administra ve expenses and an honorarium to the plain ﬀ, to be distributed to class members, with each member’s respec ve por on to
be calculated based on factors including their length of employment and province of work.
In addi on, under the terms of the se lement, Flight Centre will be implemen ng a new ঞmekeeping system for recording and tracking
over me hours.
Employment standards legisla on varies across the country, and the distribu on of funds will take these diﬀerences into account by
providing greater rela ve compensa on to those in provinces with lower over me thresholds and will also recognize that Bri sh
Columbia’s legisla on contains a unique exemp on from over me pay for commissioned salespeople.
Pursuant to the terms of the se lement, the class will give Flight Centre Canada a comprehensive full and final release.
This se lement, which is subject to court approval, will fully and finally resolve the li ga on.

“I am proud of this se lement and what it achieves for Flight Centre’s travel consultants,” said Representa ve Plain ﬀ
Stephen Aps. “As anyone who has worked in the travel industry knows, the work of travel consultants is hard, and o en
involves pu ng in long hours to meet the needs of their clients. I am par cularly pleased that under the se lement, Flight
Centre will implement a new mekeeping system for recording and tracking over me hours that will ensure employees are
properly compensated.”
Flight Centre Canada President John Beauvais added: “We are pleased to be able to put this li ga on behind us as we respond to the
challenges facing the travel industry caused by COVID-19 and prepare to welcome our clients back to travel. More than ever, our clients
will need travel consultants to guide them in their bookings. We will con nue to comply with applicable employment standards legisla on
governing hours of work and over me to maintain our reputa on as an employer of choice for mo vated travel consultants while ensuring
that they are fully compensated for all of their hard work.”
Don't miss a single travel story: subscribe to PAX today!
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Flight Centre settles class-action suit
Workers to receive $7M payout over unpaid overtime
Toronto Star · 25 Aug 2020 · SARA MOJTEHEDZADEH WORK AND WEALTH REPORTER

Flight Centre employees will receive a $7 million pay out after the travel giant settled a nation-wide class action over unpaid overtime.

The suit led last year alleged the company “regularly required” employees to work beyond
their scheduled hours but instituted “unlawful” overtime policies that shortchanged them
out of payment and overtime protections.
Flight Centre denied the allegations and no ndings were made on the claims made in the
class action. Under the terms of the new settlement, the company agreed to implement a new
timekeeping system for recording and tracking overtime hours.
Stephen Aps, a former travel consultant for Flight Centre and the lead plainti| in the suit,
said he was “proud” of the settlement results.
“As anyone who has worked in the travel industry knows, the work of travel consultants is
hard, and often involves putting in long hours to meet the needs of their clients.”
In a statement, Flight Centre Canada president John Beauvais said the company was “pleased
to be able to put this litigation behind us as we respond to the challenges facing the travel industry caused by COVID-19 and prepare to welcome our clients back to travel.”
Beauvais said the company would “continue to comply” with provincial employment laws
and “maintain our reputation as an employer of choice for motivated travel consultants while
ensuring that they are fully compensated for all of their hard work,” Beauvais said.
Flight Centre, a global travel retail company, was founded in Australia — where its overtime
policies have also received legal scrutiny.
As previously reported by the Star, the class action launched by Toronto-based law rm
Goldblatt Partners alleged Canadian employees like Aps were paid a base salary of $27,000 a
year and averaged between 45 and 50 hours of work. The claim said consultants were routinely denied overtime pay and time o| in lieu.
Under Ontario law, employees must receive time-and-a-half when they work more than 44
hours a week.
As part of their standard employment contract, Flight Centre employees were required to sign
averaging agreements and excess weekly hours of work agreements — legal tools that reduce
employers’ overtime obligations, the statement of claim alleged.
https://www.pressreader.com/canada/toronto-star/20200825/281934545327457
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Aps said he was “particularly pleased” the settlement included changes to Flight Centre
timekeeping policies.
The lawsuit initially sought $100 million in damages. The settlement funds will be distributed
to travel consultants across the country who worked for Flight Centre from 2010 onward.
Compensation will be weighted based on where in Canada employees worked: those in provinces with stronger overtime protections will receive relatively more money.

https://www.pressreader.com/canada/toronto-star/20200825/281934545327457
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF JUSTINE WILKE
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 9, 2020)
I, Justine Wilke, of the City of Comox, in the Province of British Columbia, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”). I was employed by Flight Centre from March 4, 2009 until my resignation on
October 15, 2018.
2.

I worked for Flight Centre and its specialist brand Cruiseabout at several of its retail

stores in British Columbia, as follows:
(a)

Flight Centre’s Courtenay store from March 2009 until December 2011;

(b)

Flight Centre’s Westshore store from January 2012 – August 2012;

-2-

(c)

Cruiseabout’s Uptown store from August 2012 – October 2015;

(d)

Flight Centre’s Uptown store from November 2015 – July 2016; and

(e)

Flight Centre’s Courtenay store from August 2016 – October 2018.

3.

I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.

4.

I provided an affidavit in support of the Plaintiff’s motion for certification dated

November 21, 2019, as well as an affidavit in reply to the Defendant’s motion record on May
26, 2020.
5.

I received and reviewed the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members

about the settlement of this class action. I have also reviewed the draft affidavits of Stephen
Aps and Joshua Mandryk in support of the motion for settlement approval. After reviewing
these documents, I am pleased to be providing this affidavit in support of the Plaintiff’s
motion for consent certification and settlement approval, distribution protocol approval and
fee approval.
6.

I am advised by Joshua Mandryk that the settlement was reached after a two-day

mediation in Toronto in July 2020, and that it involved compromise by both parties.
7.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing
a new timekeeping system for the purpose of determining employees’ actual hour of work
and, among other things, determining overtime hours in accordance with the applicable
employment standards legislation in each province Flight Centre operates in.

418
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8.

I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was

$100 million. I am advised by Mr. Mandryk that the settlement amount was a compromise
that was reached based upon a number of factors, including a discount for the time worked
beyond the two-year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in
light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s
Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under
5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the
benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with
proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
the travel industry.
9.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
10.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
11.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this
settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
12.

I am particularly pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure compensation for class

members whose claims go beyond the two-year limitation period, and for class members who
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worked in British Columbia, notwithstanding the legal challenges these individuals would
otherwise face to receive compensation for their overtime pay for this work.
13.

I am pleased with the proposed settlement and I believe it provides vindication and

justice for individuals like me who experienced significant work-related stress and health
issues due to their long hours of work.
14.

I have spoken with other former employees of Flight Centre who fall within the class

definition. Based on my discussions with these individuals, I believe they also support the
proposed settlement and hope to participate in the settlement.
15.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion for certification and settlement

approval, distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper
purpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME by videoconference in
the City of Comox, Province of British Columbia
to the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, this
9th day of October, 202
2020.
A Commissioner
missioner for taking
ta
Affidavits (or as may
be)
Pursuant to O. Reg 431/20
Joshua Mandryk

Justine Wilke

APS
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and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF HILARY CHOI
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL
(Sworn October 18, 2020)
I, Hilary Choi, of Dartmouth, Regional Municipality of Halifax, in the Province of
Nova Scotia, MAKE OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”). I was employed by Flight Centre as a Travel Consultant from November 8, 2016
until my resignation from employment with Flight Centre, effective October 19, 2018. I
worked for Flight Centre at two of its locations in Nova Scotia: at its Bedford Place Mall
location from the start of my employment until the closure of that location on or around May
2017, and at its Mic Mac Mall location from May 2017 until my resignation from Flight
Centre effective October 19, 2018. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class
action.

-2-

2.

I provided an affidavit in support of the Plaintiff’s motion for certification dated

November 22, 2019, as well as an affidavit in reply to the Defendant’s motion record on May
26, 2020.
3.

I received and reviewed the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members

about the settlement of this class action. I have also reviewed the draft affidavits of Stephen
Aps and Joshua Mandryk in support of the motion for settlement approval. After reviewing
these documents, I am pleased to be providing this affidavit in support of the Plaintiff’s
motion for settlement approval.
4.

I am advised by Joshua Mandryk that the settlement was reached after a two-day

mediation in Toronto in July 2020, and that it involved compromise by both parties.
5.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing
a new timekeeping system for the purpose of determining employees’ actual hour of work
and, among other things, determining overtime hours in accordance with the applicable
employment standards legislation in each province Flight Centre operates in.
6.

I am aware that the $7 million settlement amount is significantly less than the $100

million claimed in the Statement of Claim. I am advised by Mr. Mandryk that the settlement
amount was a compromise that was reached based upon a number of factors, including a
discount for the time worked beyond the two-year limitation period, a discount for the time
worked in British Columbia in light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay
under British Columbia’s Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact
that the class of just under 5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally
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estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the
various risks associated with proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
7.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
8.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
9.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this
settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
10.

I am also very pleased that, under the terms of the proposed settlement, everyone in

the class is eligible to receive a payment without having to prove exactly how many unpaid
hours of overtime they worked and on which dates. As indicated in my earlier affidavits,
Flight Centre did not have a proper way to track overtime hours, which would have made it
hard for employees to prove their actual hours of work and entitlement to overtime pay. The
ability to receive a payment without having to prove any unpaid hours is a significant benefit
to the class and part of why I support the proposed settlement.
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11.

I believe it will be in the best interest of the class to settle this case as I am also

concerned that due to the impact of the current global pandemic and its impact on the travel
industry that Flight Centre might not be around anymore if we were to pursue this litigation in
the hopes of potentially obtaining more than the settlement amount of $7 million. I also
believe that with everyone struggling these days with the impact of the pandemic a settlement
in this case will be able to help everyone in the class out all around.
12.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME by videoconference in
Dartmouth, Regional Municipality of Halifax, in
the Province of Nova Scotia to the City of
Toronto, Province of Ontario, this 18th day of
October,
er, 2020.
A Commissioner
mmissioner for taking
tak
Affidavits (or as may
be)
Joshua Mandryk
LSO #68823D
(Pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)
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nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS2#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF HILARY CHOI
(Sworn October 18, 2020)

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF VANCE BEBLOW
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 23, 2020)
I, Vance Beblow, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, MAKE OATH
AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at Flight Centre’s South Centre, Bow Valley, The Core, Bankers Hall, and FCBT
Calgary locations in Calgary, Alberta from March 10, 2010 to August 7, 2015. I am therefore
a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by David Sworn of Goldblatt Partners LLP that
the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.

-2-

3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by David Sworn that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the
unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre.
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7.

I have spoken with other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the proposed

class definition since the proposed settlement was announced. Based on my discussions with
these individuals, I believe these other class members also support the proposed settlement and
hope to participate in the settlement once it is approved.
8.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by
the affiant stated as being located in the City of
Calgary, Province of Alberta,, this 23rd day of
October, 2020.

A Commissioner for tak
taking
(or as
king Affidavits (o
may be)
Melanie Anderson LSO# 79238J
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

VANCE BEBLOW

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF VANCE BEBLOW

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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¶¶
Court
File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
¶
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
¶BETWEEN:
¶
STEPHEN
APS
¶
Plaintiff

- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
¶
Defendant

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK HANTELMANN
(Sworn October , 2020)
I, Mark Hantelmann of the City of Edmonton in the Province of Alberta, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”). I worked at Flight Centre’s River City, Rail Town and FCM Aurora locations in
Alberta from approximately November 2011 to March 2018. I am therefore a class member
in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Clio Godkewitsch that the settlement was
reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by
both parties.
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3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing
a new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including
overtime. I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action
was $100 million. I am advised by Clio Godkewitsch that the settlement amount was a
compromise that was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the
time worked beyond the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British
Columbia in light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British
Columbia’s Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class
of just under 5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the
plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks
associated with proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this

448

settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
7.

I have held several different positions within the Flight Centre organization and

worked tremendous over time hours over the years. These additional hours took a toll on me
and my family and I look forward to seeing some compensation come out of this settlement.
8.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by the
Affiant stated as being located in the City of
Edmonton, Province of Alberta, this  day of
October, 2020.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

Mark Hantelmann

Mark Hantelmann
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¶¶
APS
Plaintiff

and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Court File No

SUPERIOR
Proceeding c

Proceeding under t

AFFIDAVIT OF

¶Goldblatt Partners
20 Dundas Street W
Toronto ON M5G 2

¶
Charles
Sinclair LS
csinclair@goldblattp
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC
nblum@goldblattpar
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Joshua Mandryk L
jmandryk@goldblat
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Lawyers for the Plai
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)

AFFIDAVIT OF SHANNON LAROSE
(Sworn October 15, 2020)
I, SHANNON LAROSE, of the Town of Airdrie, in the Province of Alberta, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at two Flight Centre locations during my employment which commenced in January
2008 and terminated in May 2015. I worked at the Kensington Flight Centre from 2008 to 2014
as a Travel Consultant and Assistant Manager, and at the Deerfoot Mall Flight Centre from
2014 to 2015 as Assistant Manager. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received and reviewed the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members

about the settlement of this class action. I am advised by Susan Philpott of Goldblatt Partners

-2-

LLP that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that
it involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I also understand that the settlement amount was a compromise that was reached based
upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the two year
limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the unique
statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment Standards Act
for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members was much
smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the Plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and
ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative Plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative Plaintiff. I am very pleased that the Plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
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and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre.
7.

I am well aware of the impact that the pandemic is having on the travel industry. I am

therefore relieved about the timing of this settlement and support its expeditious approval and
implementation.
8.

I remain in contact with other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the

proposed class definition and have spoken with some of them since the proposed settlement
was announced. Based on my discussions with these individuals, I believe these other class
members also support the proposed settlement and hope to participate in the settlement once it
is approved.
9.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by
the Affiant stated as being located in the Town
of Airdrie, Province of Alberta, this 15th day of
October, 2020.

Susan Philpott, Goldblatt Partners LLP
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be) (pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)
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APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF SHANNON LAROSE

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

AFFIDAVIT OF ALEXANDRA MEILER
(Sworn October , 2020)
I, Alexandra Meiler of the City of Grand Prairie in the Province of Alberta, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”). I worked at Flight Centre’s Bower Place location in Red Deer Alberta, Second
Avenue location in Saskatoon Saskatchewan, and Prairie Mall location in Grand Prairie
Alberta from approximately April 2010 to present.

I am therefore a class member in this

proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action.

I am advised by Clio Godkewitsch that the settlement was

reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by
both parties.

- 23 -

3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing
a new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including
overtime. I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action
was $100 million. I am advised by Clio Godkewitsch that the settlement amount was a
compromise that was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the
time worked beyond the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British
Columbia in light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British
Columbia’s Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class
of just under 5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the
plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks
associated with proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this
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settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
7.

I have spoken with other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the

proposed class definition since the proposed settlement was announced. Based on my
discussions with these individuals, I believe these other class members also support the
proposed settlement and hope to participate in the settlement once it is approved.
8.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by the
Affiant stated as being located in the City
of *UDQGH 3UDULH, Province of $OEHUWD, this 
day of October, 2020.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

Alexandra Meiler

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF ALEXANDRA MEILER

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF CELIA SANCHEZ
(Sworn October 21, 2020)
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)

I, CELIA SANCHEZ, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”).

I worked as a Travel Consultant for Flight Centre offices in Calgary from

December of 2016, and was employed as an Assistant Team leader from April 2018 to
November of 2019. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.

-2-

2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Charles Sinclair of Goldblatt Partners LLP
that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing
a new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including
overtime. I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action
was $100 million. I am advised by Mr. Sinclair that the settlement amount was a compromise
that was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked
beyond the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in
light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s
Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under
5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the
benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with
proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
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5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this
settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
7.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement

approval, distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper
purpose.
SWORN remotely by Celia Sanchez stated as
being in the City of Calgary, Province of Alberta,
before me at the City of Toronto, in the Province
of Ontario, this 21st day of October, 2020, in
accordance with O. Reg 431/20, Administering
Declaration
Remotely.
Oath or De
D
clarat

A Commissioner
Comm
mm
m
missioner for taking Affidavits (or as may
be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

CELIA SANCHEZ

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF CELIA SANCHEZ

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF DESRAIE THOMAS
(Sworn October 23, 2020)
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)

I, DESRAIE THOMAS, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”). I worked as a Travel Consultant at the Flight Centre branch in Deerfoot from
September of 2010 to September of 2015. I am therefore a class member in this proposed
class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Charles Sinclair of Goldblatt Partners LLP

-2-

that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing
a new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including
overtime. I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action
was $100 million. I am advised by Mr. Sinclair that the settlement amount was a compromise
that was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked
beyond the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in
light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s
Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under
5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the
benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with
proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
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6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this
settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
7.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement

approval, distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper
purpose.
SWORN remotely by Desraie Thomas stated as
being in the City of Calgary, Province of Alberta,
before me at the Town of Perth, in the County of
Lanark, in the Province of Ontario, this 23rd day
of October, 2020, in accordance with O. Reg
431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration
Remotely.
motely
y.

A Co
Commissioner
C
ommis
issioner for
is
fo taking Affidavits (or as may
be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

DESRAIE THOMAS
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF BRANT WIHLIDAL
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 22, 2020)
I, Brant Wihlidal of the City of EDv ONTON, in the Probince of ALBERTA, v AME
OATH AND SAK:
1.

I aY a forYer eYmloyee of Flight Centre Trabel Groum(Canada) Inc. (pFlight Centre“).

I ” orwed ak a Trabel Conkultant at Flight Centre’k EdYonton City Centre location in Als erta
froY ammro2iYately Augukt J 015 to Amril J 016. I aY therefore a clakk YeYs er in thik mromoked
clakk action.
J.

I receibed the Notice of SettleYent Ammrobal inforYing clakk YeYs erk as out the

kettleYent of thik clakk action. I aY adbiked s y v elanie Anderkon of Golds latt Partnerk LLP
that the kettleYent ” ak reached after a t” o-day Yediation in Toronto in 3uly J 0J 0 and that it
inbolbed coYmroYike s y s oth martiek.

-J -

$.

I aY a” are that the mromoked kettleYent conteYmlatek Flight Centre maying the total kuY

of q7 Yillion to kettle thik la” kuit and that Flight Centre hak coYYitted to iYmleYenting a ne”
tiYeweeming kykteY to mromerly tracw eYmloyeek’ actual hourk ” orwed, including obertiYe. I
aY a” are that the aYount claiYed in the StateYent of ClaiY in thik clakk action ” ak q100
Yillion. I aY adbiked s y v k. Anderkon that the kettleYent aYount ” ak a coYmroYike that ” ak
reached s aked umon a nuYs er of factork including a dikcount for the tiYe ” orwed s eyond the
t” o year liYitation meriod, a dikcount for the tiYe ” orwed in Britikh ColuYs ia in light of the
unixue ktatutory e2eYmtion froY obertiYe may under Britikh ColuYs ia’k EYmloyYent
Standardk Act for coYYikkioned kalekmeomle, the fact that the clakk of jukt under 5,000 YeYs erk
” ak Yuch kYaller than the 10,000 originally ektiYated s y the mlaintiff, the s enefit of certainty
and enkuring a mroYmt mayYent, and the bariouk rikwk akkociated ” ith mroceeding ” ith thik
litigation, marticularly giben the iYmact of the COVID-19 mandeYic on the trabel induktry.
4.

I aY a” are that the mromoked kettleYent ik kus ject to the ammrobal of the Ontario

Sumerior Court of 3uktice and that a Yotion to ammrobe the kettleYent ik kcheduled to s e heard
s y the Court on NobeYs er 9, J 0J 0.
5.

I aY a” are that the kettleYent includek clakk counkel keewing feek of J 5% of the q7

Yillion kettleYent aYount, mluk diks urkeYentk, adYiniktratibe e2menkek and HST, and an
honorariuY for the remrekentatibe mlaintiff in the aYount of q10,000.
6.

I aY in full kummort of thik mromoked kettleYent, including clakk counkel’k feek and the

honorariuY to the remrekentatibe mlaintiff, and I home the kettleYent ik ammrobed.
7.

I k” ear thik affidabit ik in kummort of the Yotion for certification and kettleYent ammrobal,

diktris ution mrotocol ammrobal and fee ammrobal, and for no other or iYmromer murmoke.
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SWORN BEFORE v E bia bideoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to the
City of Edmonton, Province of Alberta, thik
J J nd day of Octos er, J 0J 0.

v elanie Anderkon, LSO
SO 8:: 79J $#3
A CoYYikkioner for tawing Affidabitk (or as
may be)
(murkuant to O. Reg 4$1/J 0)

Brant
B t Wihlidal
Wihlid l

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

La” yerk for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jYandryw@golds lattmartnerk.coY
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
ns luY@golds lattmartnerk.coY
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
ckinclair@golds lattmartnerk.coY
Tel: 416-979-4J $4
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

Goldblatt Partners LLP
J 0 Dundak Street Wekt, Suite 10$9
Toronto ON v 5G J CJ

AFFIDAVIT OF
BRANT WIHLIDAL

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding coYYenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA BENTLEY
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 23, 2020)
I, Jessica Bentley, of the City of Vancouver, in the Province of Britibh ColuMKia,
Y AmE OATH AND SAp :
1.

I aM a forMer eM“loyee of Flight Centre Travel Grou“ (Canada) Inc. (”Flight Centrew).

I k or’ ed ab a Travel Conbultant at Flight Centresb Guildford Y all location in Surrey, Britibh
ColuMKia and itb RoKbon FCBT and Webt Habtingb locationb in Vancouver, Britibh ColuMKia
froM 2007 to 2015. I aM therefore a clabb MeMKer in thib “ro“obed clabb action.
2.

I received the Notice of SettleMent A““roval inforMing clabb MeMKerb aKout the

bettleMent of thib clabb action. I aM advibed Ky David Sk orn of GoldKlatt Partnerb LLP that
the bettleMent k ab reached after a tk o-day Mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved coM“roMibe Ky Koth “artieb.

-2-

3.

I aM ak are that the “ro“obed clabb action conteM“lateb Flight Centre “aying the total

buM of $7 Million to bettle thib lak buit and that Flight Centre hab coMMitted to iM“leMenting a
nek tiMe’ ee“ing bybteM to “ro“erly trac’ eM“loyeebs actual hourb k or’ ed, including overtiMe.
I aM ak are that the aMount claiMed in the StateMent of ClaiM in thib clabb action k ab $100
Million. I aM advibed Ky David Sk orn that the bettleMent aMount k ab a coM“roMibe that k ab
reached Kabed u“on a nuMKer of factorb including a dibcount for the tiMe k or’ ed Keyond the
tk o year liMitation “eriod, a dibcount for the tiMe k or’ ed in Britibh ColuMKia in light of the
unique btatutory exeM“tion froM overtiMe “ay under Britibh ColuMKiasb EM“loyMent
Standardb Act for coMMibbioned baleb“eo“le, the fact that the clabb of jubt under 5,000 MeMKerb
k ab Much bMaller than the 10,000 originally ebtiMated Ky the “laintiff, the Kenefit of certainty
and enburing a “roM“t “ayMent, and the varioub rib’ b abbociated k ith “roceeding k ith thib
litigation, “articularly given the iM“act of the COVID-19 “andeMic on the travel indubtry.
4.

I aM ak are that the “ro“obed bettleMent ib buKject to the a““roval of the Ontario

Su“erior Court of Jubtice and that a Motion to a““rove the bettleMent ib bcheduled to Ke heard
Ky the Court on NoveMKer 9, 2020
5.

I aM ak are that the bettleMent includeb clabb counbel bee’ ing feeb of 25% of the $7

Million bettleMent aMount, “lub dibKurbeMentb, adMinibtrative ex“enbeb and HST, and an
honorariuM for the re“rebentative “laintiff in the aMount of $10,000.
6.

I bu““ort thib “ro“obed bettleMent, including clabb counbelsb feeb and the honorariuM to

the re“rebentative “laintiff. I aM very “leabed that the “laintiff k ab aKle to becure thib bettleMent
and that I k ill Ke receiving coM“enbation for the overtiMe I k or’ ed during My tiMe at Flight
Centre.
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7.

I have b“o’ en k ith other forMer eM“loyeeb of Flight Centre falling k ithin the “ro“obed

clabb definition bince the “ro“obed bettleMent k ab announced. Babed on My dibcubbionb k ith
thebe individualb, I Kelieve thebe other clabb MeMKerb albo bu““ort the “ro“obed bettleMent and
ho“e to “artici“ate in the bettleMent once it ib a““roved.
8.

Ab I k ab eM“loyed Ky Flight Centre in Britibh ColuMKia, I bu““ort the “ro“obed

bettleMent Kecaube I aM “leabed that it k ab aKle to becure a recovery for tiMe k or’ ed in thib
“rovince, notk ithbtanding the btatutory exeM“tion reb“ecting overtiMe “ay for coMMibbioned
baleb“eo“le.
9.

I bk ear thib affidavit in bu““ort of the Motion to a““rove the bettleMent of thib clabb

action and for no other or iM“ro“er “ur“obe.
SWORN BEFORE Y E via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, Ky
the affiant btated ab Keing located in the City of
Vancouver, Province of British Columbia, thib
23rd day of OctoKer, 2020.
20.

A CoMMibbioner for ta’ ing Affidavitb
Aff
(or as
may be)
Y elanie Anderbon LSO# 79238J
(“urbuant to O. Reg 431/20)

JESSICA BENTLEp

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lak yerb for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jMandry’ @goldKlatt“artnerb.coM
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nKluM@goldKlatt“artnerb.coM
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
cbinclair@goldKlatt“artnerb.coM
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundab Street Webt, Suite 1039
Toronto ON Y 5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA BENTLEY

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding coMMenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF KATHERINE CHEUNG
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(SWORN OCTOBER 16, 2020)
I, y ATHERINE CHEUNG, of the Citv of VANCOUVER, in the Probince of BRITISH
COLUMBIA, MAy E OATH AND SAK:
1.

I aY a forYer eYmlovee of Flight Centre Trabel Groum(Canada) Inc. (pFlight Centre“).

I ” orwed at Flight Centrek’ RichYond Centre location in RichYond, Briti’h ColuYs ia, and the
Ho” e Street location in Vancouber, Briti’h ColuYs ia, for ammro2iYatelv four (4) vear’ ending
in J 015. I ” orwed at Flight Centrek’ y ing Street location in Toronto, Ontario, for ammro2iYatelv
t” o (J ) vear’. I aY therefore a cla’’ YeYs er in thi’ mromo’ed cla’’ action.
J.

I receibed the Notice of SettleYent Ammrobal inforYing cla’’ YeYs er’ as out the

’ettleYent of thi’ cla’’ action. I aY adbi’ed s v Erica Cart” right of Golds latt Partner’ LLP that

-J -

the ’ettleYent ” a’ reached after a t” o-dav Yediation in Toronto in 3ulv J 0J 0 and that it
inbolbed coYmroYi’e s v s oth martie’.
$.

I aY a” are that the mromo’ed cla’’ action conteYmlate’ Flight Centre maving the total

’uY of q7 Yillion to ’ettle thi’ la” ’uit and that Flight Centre ha’ coYYitted to iYmleYenting a
ne” tiYeweeming ’v’teY to mromerlv tracweYmlovee’k actual hour’ ” orwed, including obertiYe.
I aY a” are that the aYount claiYed in the StateYent of ClaiY in thi’ cla’’ action ” a’ q100
Yillion. I aY adbi’ed s v M’. Cart” right that the ’ettleYent aYount ” a’ a coYmroYi’e that ” a’
reached s a’ed umon a nuYs er of factor’ including a di’count for the tiYe ” orwed s evond the
t” o vear liYitation meriod, a di’count for the tiYe ” orwed in Briti’h ColuYs ia in light of the
unixue ’tatutorv e2eYmtion froY obertiYe mav under Briti’h ColuYs iak’ EYmlovYent
Standard’ Act for coYYi’’ioned ’ale’meomle, the fact that the cla’’ of ju’t under 5,000 YeYs er’
” a’ Yuch ’Yaller than the 10,000 originallv e’tiYated s v the mlaintiff, the s enefit of certaintv
and en’uring a mroYmt mavYent, and the bariou’ ri’w’ a’’ociated ” ith mroceeding ” ith thi’
litigation, marticularlv giben the iYmact of the COVID-19 mandeYic on the trabel indu’trv.
4.

I aY a” are that the mromo’ed ’ettleYent i’ ’us ject to the ammrobal of the Ontario

Sumerior Court of 3u’tice and that a Yotion to ammrobe the ’ettleYent i’ ’cheduled to s e heard
s v the Court on NobeYs er 9, J 0J 0
5.

I aY a” are that the ’ettleYent include’ cla’’ coun’el ’eewing fee’ of J 5% of the q7

Yillion ’ettleYent aYount, mlu’ di’s ur’eYent’, adYini’tratibe e2men’e’ and HST, and an
honorariuY for the remre’entatibe mlaintiff in the aYount of q10,000.
6.

I ’ummort thi’ mromo’ed ’ettleYent, including cla’’ coun’elk’ fee’ and the honorariuY to

the remre’entatibe mlaintiff. I aY berv mlea’ed that the mlaintiff ” a’ as le to ’ecure thi’
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’ettleYent, ho” eber I ” ould liwe to coYYent on Briti’h ColuYs iak’ obertiYe e2eYmtion for
coYYi’’ioned ’ale’meomle. I s eliebe Flight Centre u’ed Briti’h ColuYs iak’ eYmlovYent la” ’
to aboid fairlv coYmen’ating their eYmlovee’. The e2mectation’ to ” orwobertiYe ” ere the ’aYe
acro’’ Canada, and con’ultant’ did not wno” their right’. Thi’ cla’’ action i’ highlighting Flight
Centrek’ failure to tawe re’mon’is ilitv for their treatYent of all trabel con’ultant’ acro’’ Canada.
7.

I ’” ear thi’ affidabit i’ in ’ummort of the Yotion for certification and ’ettleYent ammrobal,

di’tris ution mrotocol ammrobal and fee ammrobal, and for no other or iYmromer murmo’e.
SWORN BEFORE ME bia bideoconference in
the Citv of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to the
City of Vancouver, Province of British
Columbia,
thi’ 16th dav of Octos er, J 0J 0.
a, thi

Melanie An
Ander’on
79J $#3
A
deer’
r on LSO8 79
A CoYYi’’ioner for tawing Affidabit’ (or as
may be)
(mur’uant to O. Reg 4$1/J 0)

y ATHERINE CHE
CHEUNG

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

La” ver’ for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jYandrvw@golds lattmartner’.coY
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
ns luY@golds lattmartner’.coY
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
c’inclair@golds lattmartner’.coY
Tel: 416-979-4J $4
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

Goldblatt Partners LLP
J 0 Dunda’ Street We’t, Suite 10$9
Toronto ON M5G J CJ

AFFIDAVIT OF
KATHERINE CHEUNG

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding coYYenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREA CRAGG
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 22, 2020)
I, ANDREA CRAGG of the Town of SAYWARD, in the Province of BRITISH
COLUMBIA, MAKE OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I have worked as a Travel Consultation at multiple locations in British Columbia from July
2015 until this year, I received a notice of termination on September 30, 2020. I am therefore a
class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Melanie Anderson of Goldblatt Partners LLP
that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.

-2-

3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Ms. Anderson that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the
unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I am in full support of this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the

honorarium to the representative plaintiff, and I hope the settlement is approved.
7.

I worked many overtime hours during my time with Flight Centre and I feared that I

would lose my job if I said anything. I would have been happy to receive a day off in lieu here
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or there to recognize the extra hours, so I am thankful for this settlement that recognizes the
additional hours that Flight Centre employees put in and requires Flight Centre to implement a
timekeeping system to track these hours for any current or future employees.
8.

I am also thankful to the representative plaintiff and I believe he deserves the

honorarium. He has been the face of this class action. I imagine he has spent countless sleepless
nights and worked tirelessly and thanklessly for us class members. I think it is incumbent upon
us class members to support giving him this honorarium to recognize the work he did.
9.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to the
Town of Sayward, Province of British
Columbia, this 22nd dayy of October, 2020.

derson
o , LSO# 79238J
7
Melanie Anderson,
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

A d C
Andrea
Cragg

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF
ANDREA CRAGG

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF SANDEEP CLAIR DHILLON
(Sworn October 22, 2020)
I, Sandeep Clair Dhillon, of Maple Ridge in the Province of British Columbia, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at Flight Centre’s Guildford Mall location in Surrey, British Columbia as well as at
head office in Vancouver from approximately 2002 to 2015. I am therefore a class member in
this proposed class action.
2.

I have reviewed the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Kiran Kang that the settlement was reached after
a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a

-2-

new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Kiran Kang that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members was much smaller
than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and ensuring a
prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this litigation,
particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre. I am particularly pleased that this proposed settlement was able to secure a recovery for
time worked in British Columbia, notwithstanding its unique statutory exemption for
commissioned salespeople and the exemption from overtime pay for these individuals under
Flight Centre’s Working Hours and Overtime Policy.
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7.

I look forward to receiving compensation that will finally bring some closure to my time

at Flight Centre. The proposed settlement marks a long overdue correction and I am very happy
to know that Flight Centre will now properly track hours worked, including overtime.
8.

I am also very satisfied to see this matter settle sooner than I expected, especially in

light of the COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on the travel industry and the fact that so many who
worked with Flight Centre could desperately use the money right now.
9.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by the
Affiant stated as being located in the City of
Maple Ridge, Province of British Columbia, this
22nd day of October 2020.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

Sandeep Clair Dhillon

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF SANDEEP CLAIR DHILLON

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF JARED DUNCAN
(Sworn October 9, 2020)
I, Jared Duncan of Fort St. John in the Province of British Columbia, MAKE OATH
AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at Flight Centre’s Vernon, British Columbia location in Village Green Complex as
well as at the West Kelowna, British Columbia location from approximately August 2009 to
November 2014. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I have reviewed the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Kiran Kang that the settlement was reached after
a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
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new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Kiran Kang that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members was much smaller
than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and ensuring a
prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this litigation,
particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre. I am particularly pleased that this proposed settlement was able to secure a recovery for
time worked in British Columbia, notwithstanding its unique statutory exemption for
commissioned salespeople and the exemption from overtime pay for these individuals under
Flight Centre’s Working Hours and Overtime Policy.
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7.

I look forward to receiving compensation that will finally bring some closure to my time

at Flight Centre. The proposed settlement marks a long overdue correction and I am very happy
to know that Flight Centre will now properly track hours worked, including overtime.
8.

I am also very satisfied to see this matter settle sooner than I expected, especially in

light of the COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on the travel industry and the fact that so many who
worked with Flight Centre could desperately use the money right now.
9.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by the
Affiant stated as being located in the City of Fort
St John, Province of British Columbia, this 9th
day of October 2020.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

Jared Duncan

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF JARED DUNCAN

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF CASSANDRA FENSKE
(Sworn October 24, 2020)
I, CASSANDRA FENSKE, of the City of Victoria, in the Province of British Columbia,
MAKE OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at Flight Centre’s Bloor West Village location in Toronto, Ontario from approximately
October 2017 to May 2019. During this time, I spent the month of April 2018 filling in a
temporary position at the 100 Bank Street location in Ottawa, Ontario. I also worked at the
Courtenay, British Columbia Flight Centre location from January 2020 to March 2020, at which
point I was placed on “furlough” until October 6, 2020 at which time my employment with
Flight Centre terminated. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Kiran Kang of Goldblatt Partners LLP that the
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settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved
compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Ms. Kang that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the
unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020. I am also aware that the settlement includes class counsel
seeking fees of 25% of the $7 million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative
expenses and HST, and an honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
5.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
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Centre. To me, the most important aspect of this settlement is that Flight Centre will implement
a new system to track employees’ hours. This will finally address something that affected my
entire career with Flight Centre. Moving forward, I can feel confident that employees will be
treated more fairly if this settlement is approved.
6.

Given the Covid-19 pandemic and the fact that I was recently terminated from Flight

Centre, I also know just how useful this settlement could be to me financially. In this economy,
every dollar counts and the timing of this settlement matters. The future of the travel industry
is unknown and I could put some of the proceeds from this settlement toward training and
education as I look for new forms of employment.
7.

I have spoken with another former employee of Flight Centre falling within the

proposed class definition since the proposed settlement was announced. Based on our
discussions, I believe he also supports the proposed settlement.
8.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to the
City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, this 24th
day of October 2020.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

CASSANDRA FENSKE

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF CASSANDRA FENSKE

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF BECKY HURZIN
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 20, 2020)
I, BECKY HURZIN, of the City of Langley, in the Province of British Columbia,
MAKE OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked as a Travel Consultant at Flight Centre’s Seven Oaks location in Abbotsford, British
Columbia, from approximately October 2009 to April 2011. I am therefore a class member in
this proposed class action. I continued to work for Flight Centre for several years after 2011 as
a manager first at a store in

Chilliwack, and then at brand new store

New Westminster.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Melanie Anderson of Goldblatt Partners LLP
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that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement amount was a compromise that
was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond
the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of
the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
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APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF BECKY HURZIN

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREA NORRIS
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Affirmed October 9, 2020)
I, Andrea Norris, of the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, DO
AFFIRM THAT:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at various Flight Centre locations in Vancouver, British Columbia from approximately
November 10, 2010 to April 19, 2020. Due to COVID-19, I was placed on “inactive” status on
April 19, 2020 and paid the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy portion of my wages, until
September 30, 2020 when my employment with Flight Centre was terminated. I am therefore a
class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement was
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reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by
both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement amount was a compromise that
was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond
the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of
the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
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Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREA NORRIS

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)

AFFIDAVIT OF JUSTINA LISE
(Sworn October 16, 2020)
I, JUSTINA LISE, of the City of London, England, MAKE OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked in a number of different capacities at the Surrey Central Flight Centre from January
23, 2015 to June 29, 2017. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received and reviewed the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members

about the settlement of this class action. I am advised by Susan Philpott of Goldblatt Partners
LLP that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that
it involved compromise by both parties.
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3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I also understand that the settlement amount was a compromise that was reached based
upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the two year
limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the unique
statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment Standards Act
for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members was much
smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the Plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and
ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that class counsel are seeking court approval of their fees in the amount of

25% of the $7 million settlement, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and
an honorarium for the representative Plaintiff in the amount of $10,000. I am also aware that if
approved, these amounts will be taken from the $7 million settlement amount, and the balance
shared among class members.
6.

I support the proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative Plaintiff. I am very pleased that the Plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
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and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre.
7.

I am well aware of the impact that the pandemic is having on the travel industry. I am

therefore relieved about the timing of this settlement and support its expeditious approval and
implementation.
8.

I remain in contact with other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the

proposed class definition and have spoken with some of them since the proposed settlement
was announced. Based on my discussions with these individuals, I believe these other class
members also support the proposed settlement and hope to participate in the settlement once it
is approved.
9.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by the
Affiant stated as being located in the City of
London, England this 16th day of October 2020.

Justina Lise
Susan Philpott, Goldblatt Partners LLP
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be) (pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)
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Plaintiff
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FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LS# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF JUSTINA LISE

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD BURTON (Sworn October 8, 2020)
I, Todd Burton, of the Citw of St. YohnvM, in the ProKince of Nemfoundland and
Laprador, y A“ E OATH AND SA” :
1.

I ak a fork er ek s lowee of Flight Centre TraKel Grous (Canada) Inc. (bFlight CentreJ).

I mor2ed at Flight CentrevMCollege Pla3a and Edk onton Citw Centre locationMin Edk onton,
Alperta, and at itMWater Street location in St. YohnvM, Nemfoundland and Laprador, frok
Ses tek per $01$ to NoKek per $01’ . I ak therefore a claM
Mk ek per in thiMs ros oMed claM
M
action.
$.

I receiKed the Notice of Settlek ent As s roKal infork ing claM
Mk ek perMapout the

Mettlek ent of thiMclaMMaction. I ak adKiM
ed pw DaKid Smorn of Goldplatt PartnerMLLP that
the M
ettlek ent maMreached after a tmo-daw k ediation in Toronto in Yulw $0$0 and that it
inKolKed cok s rok iM
e pwpoth s artieM
.

-$-

q.
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I ak amare that the s ros oM
ed claM
Maction contek s lateMFlight Centre s awing the total

Muk of x7 k illion to M
ettle thiMlamM
uit and that Flight Centre haMcok k itted to ik s lek enting a
nem tik e2ees ing M
wMtek to s ros erlwtrac2 ek s loweeM
v actual hourMmor2ed, including oKertik e.
I ak amare that the ak ount claik ed in the Statek ent of Claik in thiMclaM
Maction maMx100
k illion. I ak adKiM
ed pw DaKid Smorn that the M
ettlek ent ak ount maMa cok s rok iMe that maM
reached paM
ed us on a nuk per of factorMincluding a diM
count for the tik e mor2ed pewond the
tmo wear lik itation s eriod, a diM
count for the tik e mor2ed in BritiM
h Coluk pia in light of the
unij ue M
tatutorw e%ek s tion frok oKertik e s aw under BritiMh Coluk piavM Ek s lowk ent
StandardMAct for cok k iM
Mioned M
aleM
s eos le, the fact that the claM
Mof zuM
t under 5,000 k ek perM
maMk uch M
k aller than the 10,000 originallw eM
tik ated pw the s laintiff, the penefit of certaintw
and enM
uring a s rok s t s awk ent, and the KariouMriM
2MaM
Mociated mith s roceeding mith thiM
litigation, s articularlwgiKen the ik s act of the COVID-19 s andek ic on the traKel induM
trw.
4.

I ak amare that the s ros oM
ed M
ettlek ent iMMupzect to the as s roKal of the Ontario

Sus erior Court of YuMtice and that a k otion to as s roKe the M
ettlek ent iMM
cheduled to pe heard
pwthe Court on NoKek per 9, $0$0
5.

I ak amare that the M
ettlek ent includeMclaM
McounMel M
ee2ing feeMof $5# of the x7

k illion M
ettlek ent ak ount, s luMdiM
purMek entM
, adk iniMtratiKe e%s enMeMand HST, and an
honorariuk for the res reM
entatiKe s laintiff in the ak ount of x10,000.
6.

I Mus s ort thiMs ros oMed Mettlek ent, including claM
McounMelvMfeeMand the honorariuk to

the res reMentatiKe s laintiff. I ak Kerws leaM
ed that the s laintiff maMaple to M
ecure thiMMettlek ent
and that I mill pe receiKing cok s enM
ation for the oKertik e I mor2ed during k w tik e at Flight
Centre.
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7.

I Mmear thiMaffidaKit in M
us s ort of the k otion to as s roKe the M
ettlek ent of thiMclaMM

action and for no other or ik s ros er s urs oM
e.
SWORN BEFORE y E Kia Kideoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, pw
the affiant M
tated aMpeing located in the City of
St. John’s, Province of Newfoundland and
Labrador, thiM’ dawof Octoper, $0$0.

A Cok k iM
M
ioner
ta2ing
AffidaKitM(or as
ner for ta2in
in
ng Affi
may be)
DaKid Smorn LSO8 ’ 0q10U
(s urMuant to O. Reg 4q1/$0)

TODD BURTON

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

LamwerMfor the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
zk andrw2@goldplatts artnerM
.cok
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fa%: 416-591-7qqq

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
npluk @goldplatts artnerM
.cok
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fa%: 416-591-7qqq

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
cM
inclair@goldplatts artnerM
.cok
Tel: 416-979-4$q4
Fa%: 416-591-7qqq

Goldblatt Partners LLP
$0 DundaMStreet WeM
t, Suite 10q9
Toronto ON y 5G $C$

AFFIDAVIT OF TODD BURTON

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding cok k enced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL
AFFIDAVIT OF KATHLEEN KOZAK
(Sworn October 15, 2020)
I, KATHLEEN KOZAK, of the City of Halifax, in the Province of Nova Scotia, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at two of Flight Centre’s locations during my employment which commenced in
September of 2012 and terminated in August of 2016. I worked as an International Travel
Consultant at the Halifax Shopping Centre from September 1, 2012 to May 31, 2015, and
thereafter, as an Assistant Team Leader at the Scotia Square location in Halifax from June 1,
2015 to August 31, 2016. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received and reviewed the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members

about the settlement of this class action. I am advised by Susan Philpott of Goldblatt Partners

-2-

LLP that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that
it involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I also understand that the settlement amount was a compromise that was reached based
upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the two year
limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the unique
statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment Standards Act
for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members was much
smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the Plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and
ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
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and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre.
7.

I am no longer employed in the travel industry, and currently on maternity leave from

my job in the hospitality industry. I have learned from former colleagues at Flight Centre who
were on furlough that their employment has now been terminated. I am well aware of the impact
that the pandemic is having on the travel industry. I am therefore relieved about the timing of
this settlement and hopeful that the settlement is approved on November 9th and implemented
quickly.
8.

I remain in contact with other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the

proposed class definition and have spoken with some of them since the proposed settlement
was announced. Based on my discussions with these individuals, I believe these other class
members also support the proposed settlement and hope to participate in the settlement once it
is approved.
9.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in the
City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by the Affiant
stated as being located in the Cit\ of Halifax, in
the Province of Nova Scotia, this 15th day of
October, 2020.
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APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF .$7+/((1.2=$.

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF LINDSAY SOOLEY
(Sworn October 23, 2020)
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)

I, LINDSAY SOOLEY, of the City of Halifax, in the Province of Nova Scotia, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”). I worked as a Travel Consultant at the Flight Centre branch in Mic Mac Mall, in
Dartmouth Nova Scotia, from January of 2012 to July of 2019. I am therefore a class member
in this class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Charles Sinclair of Goldblatt Partners LLP

-3-

that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing
a new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including
overtime. I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action
was $100 million. I am advised by Mr. Sinclair that the settlement amount was a compromise
that was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked
beyond the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in
light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s
Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under
5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the
benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with
proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I left my employment with the company in July 2019.
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7.

I’ve spoken with other former Flight Centre employees who I believe are pleased

about the proposed settlement.
8.

Have you spoken with other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the

proposed class definition since the proposed settlement was announced? If so, is it true that
based on my discussions with these individuals, I believe these other class members also
support the proposed settlement and hope to participate in the settlement once it is approved.
9.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this
settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
10.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement

approval, distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper
purpose.
SWORN remotely by Lindsay Sooley stated as
being in the City of Halifax, Province Nova
Scotia, before me at the Town of Perth, in the
County of Lanark, in the Province of Ontario,
this 23rd day of October, 2020, in accordance with
O.

Reg

431/20,

Administering

Oath

or

Declaration Remotely.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as may
be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

LINDSAY SOOLEY

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF LINDSAY SOOLEY

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF ROSHAN AMARNANEY
(Sworn October 7, 2020)
I, Roshan Amarnaney of the City of Toronto in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH
AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”). I

worked at Flight Centre’s Dixie Outlet Mall, Erin Mills, and Queen St. W. locations in Toronto
Ontario from approximately September 2012 to January 2017. I am therefore a class member in
this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the settlement

of this class action. I am advised by Clio Godkewitsch that the settlement was reached after a twoday mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total sum

of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a new
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timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime. I am
aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100 million. I
am advised by Clio Godkewitsch that the settlement amount was a compromise that was reached
based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the two year
limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the unique
statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment Standards Act for
commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members was much smaller
than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt
payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this litigation, particularly given
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario Superior

Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard by the Court
on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7 million

settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an honorarium for
the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to the

representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement and
that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight Centre.
7.

I have spoken with other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the proposed

class definition since the proposed settlement was announced. Based on my discussions with these
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individuals, I believe these other class members also support the proposed settlement and hope to
participate in the settlement once it is approved.
8.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class action

and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in

RA

the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, by the
Affiant stated as being located in the City of
Toronto, Province of Ontario, this 7

day of

October, 2020.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

Roshan Amarnaney
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APS
Plaintiff

and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Court File N

SUPERIO
Proceeding

Proceeding under

AFFIDAVIT

Goldblatt Partner
20 Dundas Street W
Toronto ON M5G

Charles Sinclair L
csinclair@goldblat
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSU
nblum@goldblattp
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Joshua Mandryk
jmandryk@goldbla
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Lawyers for the Pl
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF JULIA ARBUCKLE
(Affirmed October 7, 2020)
I, yulia Arvucble, of the CitMof Toronto, in the ProKince of Ontario, DO AFFIRY
THAT:
1.

I am a former emploMee of Flight Centre TraKel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worbed at Flight Centrek’ s oung and Sheppard location and then AKenue and Eglington
Group’ location in Toronto, Ontario from appro2imatelMY arch 11, J 014 to Y aM5, J 016. I am
therefore a cla’’ memver in thi’ propo’ed cla’’ action.
J.

I receiKed the Notice of Settlement ApproKal from Y elanie Ander’on, which i’

informing cla’’ memver’ avout the ’ettlement of thi’ cla’’ action. I am adKi’ed vMY elanie
Ander’on that the ’ettlement wa’ reached after a two-daMmediation in Toronto in yulMJ 0J 0
and that it inKolKed compromi’e vMvoth partie’.

-J -

3.
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I am aware that the propo’ed cla’’ action contemplate’ Flight Centre paMing the total

’um of $7 million to ’ettle thi’ law’uit and that Flight Centre ha’ committed to implementing a
new timebeeping ’M’tem to properlMtracb emploMee’k actual hour’ worbed, including oKertime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in thi’ cla’’ action wa’ $100
million. I am adKi’ed vMY elanie Ander’on that the ’ettlement amount wa’ a compromi’e that
wa’ reached va’ed upon a numver of factor’ including a di’count for the time worbed veMond
the two Mear limitation period, a di’count for the time worbed in Briti’h Columvia in light of
the unique ’tatutorM e2emption from oKertime paM under Briti’h Columviak’ EmploMment
Standard’ Act for commi’’ioned ’ale’people, the fact that the cla’’ of xu’t under 5,000 memver’
wa’ much ’maller than the 10,000 originallMe’timated vMthe plaintiff, the venefit of certaintM
and en’uring a prompt paMment, and the Kariou’ ri’b’ a’’ociated with proceeding with thi’
litigation, particularlMgiKen the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the traKel indu’trM.
4.

I am aware that the propo’ed ’ettlement i’ ’uvxect to the approKal of the Ontario

Superior Court of yu’tice and that a motion to approKe the ’ettlement i’ ’cheduled to ve heard
vMthe Court on NoKemver 9, J 0J 0
5.

I am aware that the ’ettlement include’ cla’’ coun’el ’eebing fee’ of J 5j of the $7

million ’ettlement amount, plu’ di’vur’ement’, admini’tratiKe e2pen’e’ and HST, and an
honorarium for the repre’entatiKe plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I ’upport thi’ propo’ed ’ettlement, including cla’’ coun’elk’ fee’ and the honorarium to

the repre’entatiKe plaintiff. I am KerMplea’ed that the plaintiff wa’ avle to ’ecure thi’ ’ettlement
and that I will ve receiKing compen’ation for the oKertime I worbed during mMtime at Flight
Centre.
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7.

I ’wear thi’ affidaKit in ’upport of the motion to approKe the ’ettlement of thi’ cla’’

action and for no other or improper purpo’e.
AFFIRY ED BEFORE Y E Kia Kideoconference
in the CitMof Toronto, ProKince of Ontario thi’ 7
daMof Octover, J 0J 0..

A Commi’’ioner for tabing
ng Affi
AffidaK
fiddaKit’ (or as may be)
fi

Y elanie Ander’on LSO %79J 38y
(pur’uant to O. Reg 431#J 0)

yULIA ARBUC/ LE

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

LawMer’ for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
xmandrMb@goldvlattpartner’.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fa2: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nvlum@goldvlattpartner’.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fa2: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
c’inclair@goldvlattpartner’.com
Tel: 416-979-4J 34
Fa2: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
J 0 Dunda’ Street We’t, Suite 1039
Toronto ON Y 5G J CJ

AFFIDAVIT OF JULIA ARBUCKLE

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF BREE ANNE BEAUPRE
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(AFFIRMED OCTOBER 9, 2020)
I, Bree Anne Beaupre, of City of Burlington, in the Province of Ontario, DO AFFIRM
THAT:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at two Flight Centre locations in Burlington, Burlington Mall and Mapleview Centre,
between 2003 to 2009. I then worked at Flight Centre’s Oakville Place in Oakville from
approximately May 4, 2010 to November 14, 2014. I am therefore a class member in this
proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement was
reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by
both parties.

-2-

3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement amount was a compromise that
was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond
the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of
the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
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Centre, particularly since all of my time working at Flight Centre was more than two years ago
and therefore outside the statutory limitation period.
7.

I have spoken with other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the proposed

class definition since the proposed settlement was announced. Based on my discussions with
these individuals, I believe these other class members also support the proposed settlement and
hope to participate in the settlement once it is approved.
8.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion
n for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
AFFIRMED BEFORE ME via videoconference
in the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to
the City of Burlington, Province of Ontario, this
9 day of October, 2020.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavi
Affidavits
vits (or as may be)
vi

Melanie Anderson LSO # 79238J
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

BREE ANNE BEAUPRE

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF BREE ANNE BEAUPRE

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF ANETT CRONK
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 22, 2020)
I, Anett Cronk of the City of OTTAWA, in the Province of ONTARIO, MAKE OATH
AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at Flight Centre’s Fairview YYZ location in Toronto, Ontario, from October 2017 to
June 2018, and Flight Centre’s downtown Ottawa location from June 2018 until February 2019.
I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Erica Cartwright of Goldblatt Partners LLP that
the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
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3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Ms. Cartwright that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the
unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I am in full support of this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the

honorarium to the representative plaintiff, and I hope the settlement is approved.
7.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
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SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to the
City of Ottawa, Province of Ontario, this 22nd
day of October, 2020.
0.

Melanie Anderson, LS
LSO#
SO# 779238J
9238J
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

Anett Cronk

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF
ANETT CRONK

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF ESTER GHIO
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 26, 2020)
I, Ester Ghio of the City of BURLINGTON, in the Province of ONTARIO, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked as a Travel Consultant at two different Flight Centre locations in Burlington, Ontario
from November 2013 to April 2014. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Melanie Anderson of Goldblatt Partners LLP
that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
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3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Ms. Anderson that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the
unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I am in full support of this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the

honorarium to the representative plaintiff, and I hope the settlement is approved.
7.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
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SWORN BEFORE ME via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to
the City of Burlington, Province of Ontario,
this 26th day of October, 2020.

Ester Ghio
Melanie Anderson,
erson LSO # 79238J
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits (or as
may be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF
ESTER GHIO

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
Rafael Gonzalez
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF RAFAEL GONZALEZ
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(SWORN OCTOBER 22, 2020)
I, Rafael Gonzalez, of the City of TORONTO, in the Province of ONTARIO, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I was an employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”). I have

worked for Flight Centre as a Travel Consultant at multiple locations in the Greater TorontoHamilton Area since 2016. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Erica Cartwright of Goldblatt Partners LLP that
the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
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3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Ms. Cartwright that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the
unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I have spoken with other former employees of Flight Centre falling
within the proposed class definition since the proposed settlement was announced. Based on
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APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF
RAFAEL GONZALEZ

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF PEGGY-SUE GREENHAM
(Sworn October 21, 2020)
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)

I, Peggy-Sue Greenham, of the City of Mississauga, in the Regional Municipality of
Peel in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”). I worked at the Flight Centre branch in Dixie Value Mall, Mississauga, as a Travel
Consultant from January, 2013 to April, 2014, as an Assistant Manager from April, 2014 to
May, 2014, and as a Manager from May, 2014 to October, 2015, when I returned to a Travel
Consultant position. In January, 2018 until January, 2020 I worked as a Travel Consultant in
the Flight Centre Square One location. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class
action.

-2-

2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Charles Sinclair of Goldblatt Partners LLP
that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing
a new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including
overtime. I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action
was $100 million. I am advised by Mr. Sinclair that the settlement amount was a compromise
that was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked
beyond the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in
light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s
Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under
5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the
benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with
proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
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5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this
settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
7.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement

approval, distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper
purpose.
SWORN remotely by Peggy-Sue Greenham
stated as being in the City of Mississauga, in the
Regional Municipality of Peel, before me at the
City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, this
21st day of October, 2020, in accordance with O.
Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration
Remotely.
Remotely
y.

A Co
Commissioner
C
mm
mis
issioner for
f taking Affidavits (or as may
be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

PEGGY-SUE GREENHAM
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF JULIANNA HEGEDUS
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 20, 2020)
I, yulianna Hegeduv, of the Citb of TORONTO in the ProMince of ONTARIO, K AYE OATH
AND SAm:
1.

I ap a forp er ep “lobee of Flight Centre TraMel Grou“ (Canada) Inc. (”Flight Centrew).

I k or’ ed at Flight Centresv Stage and Screen TraMel Canada diMivion in Toronto, Ontario frop
K ab 2014 to K arch 2015. I ap therefore a clavv p ep J er in thiv “ro“oved clavv action.
2.

I receiMed the Notice of Settlep ent A““roMal inforp ing clavv p ep J erv aJ out the

vettlep ent of thiv clavv action. I ap adMived J b Erica Cartk right of GoldJ latt Partnerv LLP that
the vettlep ent k av reached after a tk o-dab p ediation in Toronto in yulb 2020 and that it
inMolMed cop “rop ive J b J oth “artiev.

-2-

3.

I ap ak are that the “ro“oved clavv action contep “latev Flight Centre “abing the total

vup of $7 p illion to vettle thiv lak vuit and that Flight Centre hav cop p itted to ip “lep enting a
nek tip e’ ee“ing vbvtep to “ro“erlb trac’ ep “lobeevs actual hourv k or’ ed, including oMertip e.
I ap ak are that the ap ount claip ed in the Statep ent of Claip in thiv clavv action k av $100
p illion. I ap adMived J b K v. Cartk right that the vettlep ent ap ount k av a cop “rop ive that k av
reached J aved u“on a nup J er of factorv including a divcount for the tip e k or’ ed J ebond the
tk o bear lip itation “eriod, a divcount for the tip e k or’ ed in Britivh Colup J ia in light of the
unique vtatutorb exep “tion frop oMertip e “ab under Britivh Colup J iasv Ep “lobp ent
Standardv Act for cop p ivvioned valev“eo“le, the fact that the clavv of juvt under 5,000 p ep J erv
k av p uch vp aller than the 10,000 originallb evtip ated J b the “laintiff, the J enefit of certaintb
and envuring a “rop “t “abp ent, and the Mariouv riv’ v avvociated k ith “roceeding k ith thiv
litigation, “articularlb giMen the ip “act of the COVID-19 “andep ic on the traMel induvtrb.
4.

I ap ak are that the “ro“oved vettlep ent iv vuJ ject to the a““roMal of the Ontario

Su“erior Court of yuvtice and that a p otion to a““roMe the vettlep ent iv vcheduled to J e heard
J b the Court on NoMep J er 9, 2020.
5.

I ap ak are that the vettlep ent includev clavv counvel vee’ ing feev of 25% of the $7

p illion vettlep ent ap ount, “luv divJ urvep entv, adp inivtratiMe ex“envev and HST, and an
honorariup for the re“reventatiMe “laintiff in the ap ount of $10,000.
6.

I ap in full vu““ort of thiv “ro“oved vettlep ent, including clavv counvelsv feev and the

honorariup to the re“reventatiMe “laintiff, and I ho“e the vettlep ent iv a““roMed.
7.

I vk ear thiv affidaMit iv in vu““ort of the p otion for certification and vettlep ent a““roMal,

divtriJ ution “rotocol a““roMal and fee a““roMal, and for no other or ip “ro“er “ur“ove.
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SWORN BEFORE K E Mia Mideoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, thiv
20th dab of OctoJ er,, 2020.

K elanie Andervon, LS
LSO
L
O 87923#y
A Cop p ivvioner for ta’ ing AffidaMitv (or as
may be)
(“urvuant to O. Reg 431/20)

yulianna Hegeduv

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lak berv for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jp andrb’ @goldJ latt“artnerv.cop
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nJ lup @goldJ latt“artnerv.cop
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
cvinclair@goldJ latt“artnerv.cop
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundav Street Wevt, Suite 1039
Toronto ON K 5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF
JULIANNA HEGEDUS

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding cop p enced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF ELIZABETH KIELY
(Sworn October 9, 2020)
I, ELIZABETH KIELY, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight

Centre”). I worked as a Travel Manager at the Flight Centre North York Business Travel
branch from 2016 to 2020. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Charles Sinclair of Goldblatt Partners LLP
that the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing

-2-

a new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including
overtime. I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action
was $100 million. I am advised by Mr. Sinclair that the settlement amount was a compromise
that was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked
beyond the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in
light of the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s
Employment Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under
5,000 members was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the
benefit of certainty and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with
proceeding with this litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I received my notice of working termination on September 30, 2020, my last official

day with Flight Centre is November 25, 2020. I am well aware of the adverse impacts of
COVID-19, and I’m pleased about the timing of this settlement especially seeing as I am now
losing my job.
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7.

I have spoken with other former employees of Flight Centre since the proposed

settlement was announced and believe these other class members also support the proposed
settlement.
8.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium

to the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this
settlement and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my
time at Flight Centre.
9.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
SWORN remotely by ELIZABETH KIELY
stated as being in the City of Toronto, Province
of Ontario, before me at the Town of Perth, in the
County of Lanark, in the Province of Ontario,
this 9th day of October, 2020, in accordance with
O.

Reg

431/20,

Administering

Oath

or

Declaration
Remotely.
Declarat
tion
iioo Rem
Type text here

A Comm
Commissioner
mmissioner for taking Affidavits (or as may
mm
be)
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

ELIZABETH KIELY

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF ELIZABETH KIELY

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL LANDINI (Sworn October 9, 2020)
I, Paul Landini, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, b AME OATH AND
SAK:
1.

I aY a forYer eYmloyee of Flight Centre Travel Groum(Canada) Inc. (pFlight Centre“).

I ” orwed at Flight Centrek’ Eaton Centre and Bay Street location’, and the Stage and Screen
office’ in Toronto, Ontario, froY Fes ruary 2009 to Augu’t 201J . I aY therefore a cla’’ YeYs er
in thi’ mromo’ed cla’’ action.
2.

I received the Notice of SettleYent Ammroval inforYing cla’’ YeYs er’ as out the

’ettleYent of thi’ cla’’ action. I aY advi’ed s y David S” orn of Golds latt Partner’ LLP that
the ’ettleYent ” a’ reached after a t” o-day Yediation in Toronto in 3uly 2020 and that it
involved coYmroYi’e s y s oth martie’.
J.

I aY a” are that the mromo’ed cla’’ action conteYmlate’ Flight Centre maying the total

’uY of $7 Yillion to ’ettle thi’ la” ’uit and that Flight Centre ha’ coYYitted to iYmleYenting a

-2-

ne” tiYeweeming ’y’teY to mromerly tracweYmloyee’k actual hour’ ” orwed, including overtiYe.
I aY a” are that the aYount claiYed in the StateYent of ClaiY in thi’ cla’’ action ” a’ $100
Yillion. I aY advi’ed s y David S” orn that the ’ettleYent aYount ” a’ a coYmroYi’e that ” a’
reached s a’ed umon a nuYs er of factor’ including a di’count for the tiYe ” orwed s eyond the
t” o year liYitation meriod, a di’count for the tiYe ” orwed in Briti’h ColuYs ia in light of the
unique ’tatutory exeYmtion froY overtiYe may under Briti’h ColuYs iak’ EYmloyYent
Standard’ Act for coYYi’’ioned ’ale’meomle, the fact that the cla’’ of ju’t under 5,000 YeYs er’
” a’ Yuch ’Yaller than the 10,000 originally e’tiYated s y the mlaintiff, the s enefit of certainty
and en’uring a mroYmt mayYent, and the variou’ ri’w’ a’’ociated ” ith mroceeding ” ith thi’
litigation, marticularly given the iYmact of the COVID-19 mandeYic on the travel indu’try.
4.

I aY a” are that the mromo’ed ’ettleYent i’ ’us ject to the ammroval of the Ontario

Sumerior Court of 3u’tice and that a Yotion to ammrove the ’ettleYent i’ ’cheduled to s e heard
s y the Court on NoveYs er 9, 2020
5.

I aY a” are that the ’ettleYent include’ cla’’ coun’el ’eewing fee’ of 25% of the $7

Yillion ’ettleYent aYount, mlu’ di’s ur’eYent’, adYini’trative exmen’e’ and HST, and an
honorariuY for the remre’entative mlaintiff in the aYount of $10,000.
6.

I ’ummort thi’ mromo’ed ’ettleYent, including cla’’ coun’elk’ fee’ and the honorariuY to

the remre’entative mlaintiff. I aY very mlea’ed that the mlaintiff ” a’ as le to ’ecure thi’ ’ettleYent
and that I ” ill s e receiving coYmen’ation for the overtiYe I ” orwed during Yy tiYe at Flight
Centre.
7.

I have ’mowen ” ith other forYer eYmloyee’ of Flight Centre falling ” ithin the mromo’ed

cla’’ definition ’ince the mromo’ed ’ettleYent ” a’ announced. Ba’ed on Yy di’cu’’ion’ ” ith
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the’e individual’, I s elieve the’e other cla’’ YeYs er’ al’o ’ummort the mromo’ed ’ettleYent and
home to marticimate in the ’ettleYent once it i’ ammroved.
8.

The meomle I ” orwed ” ith at Flight Centre ” ere ’oYe of the harde’t ” orwing meomle I

have ever Yet and it ” a’ hearts reawing to ’ee all of their hard ” orwexmloited and not mromerly
re” arded. I ’ummort thi’ ’ettleYent s ecau’e it Yean’ that Yany of the’e meomle ” ill receive
’oYe coYmen’ation that they ” ould not other” i’e have received.
9.

I ’” ear thi’ affidavit in ’ummort of the Yotion to ammrove the ’ettleYent of thi’ cla’’

action and for no other or iYmromer murmo’e.
SWORN BEFORE b E via videoconference in
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, s y
the affiant ’tated a’ s eing located in the City of
Toronto, Province of Ontario, thi’ 9th day of
Octos er, 2020.

A CoYYi’’ioner for tawing Affida
Affidavit’
avi
vit’
t’ (or as
may be)
David S” orn LSO# 80J 10U
(mur’uant to O. Reg 4J 1/20)

PAUL LANDINI

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

La” yer’ for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jYandryw@golds lattmartner’.coY
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7J J J

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
ns luY@golds lattmartner’.coY
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7J J J

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
c’inclair@golds lattmartner’.coY
Tel: 416-979-42J 4
Fax: 416-591-7J J J

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dunda’ Street We’t, Suite 10J 9
Toronto ON b 5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL LANDINI

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding coYYenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF JANELLE LUCAS
(MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT APPROVAL,
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
(Sworn October 23, 2020)
I, Janelle Lucas of the City of TORONTO, in the Province of ONTARIO, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at various Flight Centre locations in Toronto, Ontario, from 2004 to 2012. I am
therefore a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Erica Cartwright of Goldblatt Partners LLP that
the settlement was reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it
involved compromise by both parties.

-2-

3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Ms. Cartwright that the settlement amount was a compromise that was
reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond the
two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of the
unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I am in full support of this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the

honorarium to the representative plaintiff, and I hope the settlement is approved.
7.

I swear this affidavit is in support of the motion for certification and settlement approval,

distribution protocol approval and fee approval, and for no other or improper purpose.
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APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF
JANELLE LUCAS

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF NISA PERSAUD
G( OTIOMFOR CERTIFICATIOMAMD SETTNE( EMT APPROVANL
DISTRI, UTIOMPROTOCON APPROVAN AMD FEE APPROVANB
GS) wor Oncwt bo e2Le2e2B
I, Liya Peryaud, of the Citv of TORONTO, in the Probince of ONTARIO, MAKE
OATH AND SAY:
1.

I am a former emplovee of Flight Centre Trabel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at Flight Centre’y Yonge and King and Holt Renfrew locationy in Toronto, Ontario,
from Septems er 2016 to Januarv 2013. I am therefore a clayy mems er in thiy propoyed clayy
action.
2.

I receibed the Notice of Settlement Approbal informing clayy mems ery as out the

yettlement of thiy clayy action. I am adbiyed s v Erica Cartwright of Golds latt Partnery LLP that
the yettlement way reached after a two-dav mediation in Toronto in Julv 2020 and that it
inbolbed compromiye s v s oth partiey.

-2-

$.

I am aware that the propoyed clayy action contemplatey Flight Centre paving the total

yum of q7 million to yettle thiy lawyuit and that Flight Centre hay committed to implementing a
new timekeeping yvytem to properlv track emploveey’ actual houry worked, including obertime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in thiy clayy action way q100
million. I am adbiyed s v My. Cartwright that the yettlement amount way a compromiye that way
reached s ayed upon a nums er of factory including a diycount for the time worked s evond the
two vear limitation period, a diycount for the time worked in Britiyh Colums ia in light of the
unixue ytatutorv ej emption from obertime pav under Britiyh Colums ia’y Emplovment
Standardy Act for commiyyioned yaleypeople, the fact that the clayy of %
uyt under 5,000 mems ery
way much ymaller than the 10,000 originallv eytimated s v the plaintiff, the s enefit of certaintv
and enyuring a prompt pavment, and the bariouy riyky ayyociated with proceeding with thiy
litigation, particularlv giben the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the trabel induytrv.
4.

I am aware that the propoyed yettlement iy yus %
ect to the approbal of the Ontario

Superior Court of Juytice and that a motion to approbe the yettlement iy ycheduled to s e heard
s v the Court on Nobems er 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the yettlement includey clayy counyel yeeking feey of 258 of the q7

million yettlement amount, pluy diys uryementy, adminiytratibe ej penyey and HST, and an
honorarium for the repreyentatibe plaintiff in the amount of q10,000.
6.

I am in full yupport of thiy propoyed yettlement, including clayy counyel’y feey and the

honorarium to the repreyentatibe plaintiff, and I hope the yettlement iy approbed.
7.

I ywear thiy affidabit iy in yupport of the motion for certification and yettlement approbal,

diytris ution protocol approbal and fee approbal, and for no other or improper purpoye.
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SWORN BEFORE ME bia bideoconference in
the Citv of TorontoLPow0vr nb wi Or cf ovwLcwcab
Cvch wi Twowr cwLPow0vr nb wi Or cf ovwLthiy 20th
dav of Octos er, 2020.

Melanie Anderyon, LSO#
SO# 7792$3J
92$3J
A Commiyyioner for taking Affidabity (or as
may be)
(puryuant to O. Reg 4$1/20)

Liya Peryaud

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawvery for the Plaintiff

Jwl a7f ( f r s ohk NSum611e: D
%
mandrvk@golds lattpartnery.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Faj : 416-591-7$$$

Mf s vr b , d78 NSUCu 5e33ey
ns lum@golds lattpartnery.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Faj : 416-591-7$$$

Caf odbl Svr ndf vo NSum#: 431A
cyinclair@golds lattpartnery.com
Tel: 416-979-42$4
Faj : 416-591-7$$$

y wds t df cc Pf ocr bol NNP
20 Dunday Street Weyt, Suite 10$9
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF
NISA PERSAUD

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREB STALTERI
W
( OTION FOR CERTIFICATION AND SETTLE( ENT APPROVALM
DISTRI, UTION PROTOCOL APPROVAL AND FEE APPROVAL)
W
Sworn October 23M2020)
I, ANDREW STALTERI of the City of v ISSISSAUGA, in the Probince of ONTARIO,
v AME OATH AND SAK:
1.

I aY a forYer eYmloyee of Flight Centre Trabel Groum(Canada) Inc. (pFlight Centre“).

I ” orwed ak a Trabel Conkultant at Flight Centre’k Ss uare One location in v ikkikkauga, Ontario
froY ammro2iYately OctoJ er 301$ to qanuary 3014. I aY therefore a clakk YeYJ er in thik
mromoked clakk action.
3.

I receibed the Notice of SettleYent Ammrobal inforYing clakk YeYJ erk aJ out the

kettleYent of thik clakk action. I aY adbiked J y v elanie Anderkon of GoldJ latt Partnerk LLP
that the kettleYent ” ak reached after a t” o-day Yediation in Toronto in quly 3030 and that it
inbolbed coYmroYike J y J oth martiek.
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$.

I aY a” are that the mromoked clakk action conteYmlatek Flight Centre maying the total

kuY of x7 Yillion to kettle thik la” kuit and that Flight Centre hak coYYitted to iYmleYenting a
ne” tiYeweeming kykteY to mromerly tracweYmloyeek’ actual hourk ” orwed, including obertiYe.
I aY a” are that the aYount claiYed in the StateYent of ClaiY in thik clakk action ” ak x100
Yillion. I aY adbiked J y v k. Anderkon that the kettleYent aYount ” ak a coYmroYike that ” ak
reached J aked umon a nuYJ er of factork including a dikcount for the tiYe ” orwed J eyond the
t” o year liYitation meriod, a dikcount for the tiYe ” orwed in Britikh ColuYJ ia in light of the
unis ue ktatutory e2eYmtion froY obertiYe may under Britikh ColuYJ ia’k EYmloyYent
Standardk Act for coYYikkioned kalekmeomle, the fact that the clakk of jukt under 5,000 YeYJ erk
” ak Yuch kYaller than the 10,000 originally ektiYated J y the mlaintiff, the J enefit of certainty
and enkuring a mroYmt mayYent, and the bariouk rikwk akkociated ” ith mroceeding ” ith thik
litigation, marticularly giben the iYmact of the COVID-19 mandeYic on the trabel induktry.
4.

I aY a” are that the mromoked kettleYent ik kuJ ject to the ammrobal of the Ontario

Sumerior Court of quktice and that a Yotion to ammrobe the kettleYent ik kcheduled to J e heard
J y the Court on NobeYJ er 9, 3030.
5.

I aY a” are that the kettleYent includek clakk counkel keewing feek of 35% of the x7

Yillion kettleYent aYount, mluk dikJ urkeYentk, adYiniktratibe e2menkek and HST, and an
honorariuY for the remrekentatibe mlaintiff in the aYount of x10,000.
6.

Giben the khort tiYe I ” orwed at Flight Centre and the fact that it ” ak entirely J efore

the t” o-year liYitation meriod, I underktand that I ” ill only J e entitled to a kYall aYount of
coYmenkation if the mromoked kettleYent ik ammrobed. Neberthelekk, I aY in full kummort of thik
mromoked kettleYent, including clakk counkel’k feek and the honorariuY to the remrekentatibe
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mlaintiff, and I home the kettleYent ik ammrobed. I reYeYJ er the meomle I ” orwed ” ith ” ho
” orwed long hourk and I tried to ktand umfor theY ” hile I ” ak there, and I ” ant thik kettleYent
for theY.
7.

I k” ear thik affidabit ik in kummort of the Yotion for certification and kettleYent ammrobal,

diktriJ ution mrotocol ammrobal and fee ammrobal, and for no
o other or iYmromer murmoke.
SWORN BEFORE v E bia bideoconference in
the City of TorontoMProalnce oi OntyrloMto tf e
Cltv oi ( lgglggyGdyM
y Proalnce oi OntyrloMthik
3$rd day of OctoJ er, 303
3030.
30.
0

v elanie Anderkon, LSO 8 793$#q
A CoYYikkioner for tawing Affidabitk (or as
may be)
(murkuant to O. Reg 4$1/30)

Andre” Stalteri

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

La” yerk for the Plaintiff

Jogf Gy ( yn#rvk LS: 4 6uu23D
jYandryw@goldJ lattmartnerk.coY
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

Ny#lne , hGm LSUC: 52882s
nJ luY@goldJ lattmartnerk.coY
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

Cf yrheg Slnchylr LS: 4 1378uA
ckinclair@goldJ lattmartnerk.coY
Tel: 416-979-43$4
Fa2: 416-591-7$$$

s oh#bhytt Pyrtnerg LLP
30 Dundak Street Wekt, Suite 10$9
Toronto ON v 5G 3C3

AFFIDAVIT OF
ANDREB STALTERI

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding coYYenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF KYLIE WAZONEK
(Affirmed October 7, 2020)
I, Kylie Wazonek, of Wasaga Beach, in the Province of Ontario, DO AFFIRM THAT:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked as a Travel Consultant at various Flight Centre locations in Barrie, Ontario from
approximately September 22, 2017 to September 30, 2020. I am therefore a class member in
this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement was
reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by
both parties.
3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
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new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement amount was a compromise that
was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond
the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of
the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020.
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre.
7.

I have spoken with many other former employees of Flight Centre falling within the

proposed class definition since the proposed settlement was announced. Based on my
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discussions with these individuals, I believe these other class members also support the
proposed settlement and hope to participate in the settlement once it is approved.
8.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
AFFIRMED BEFORE ME via videoconference
in the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to
the Town of Wasaga Beach, Province of Ontario,
this 7th day of October, 2020.
0.

A Commissioner for taking Affidavits
davits (or
(or as may be)

Melanie Anderson LSO # 79238J
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

KYLIE WAZONEK

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF KYLIE WAZONEK

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF KEELEY XAVIER
(Affirmed October 6, 2020)
I, Keeley Xavier, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, DO AFFIRM
THAT:
1.

I am a current employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at Flight Centre’s Dufferin Mall location in Toronto, Ontario from approximately
March 19, 2015 to May 1, 2016. I am therefore a class member in this proposed class action. I
also worked as a Reservations Specialist in for Flight Centre in Toronto, Ontario from May 2,
2016 to March 17, 2019. I have been working for Flight Centre as an Emergency Assist
Specialist in Toronto Ontario since March 2019.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement was
reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by
both parties.
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3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement amount was a compromise that
was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond
the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of
the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre. I believe the timekeeping system that Flight Centre has agreed to implement is
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significant and important so that, even after they pay out the settlement amount, they will
continue to be held accountable for future overtime hours.
7.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
AFFIRMED BEFORE ME via videoconference
in the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, to
the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, this 6th
day of October, 2020.
0.

A Commissioner for taking
ing Af
Affidavits
ffidavits (or as may be)

Melanie Anderson LSO # 79238J
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

KEELEY XAVIER

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF KEELEY XAVIER

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BETWEEN:
STEPHEN APS
Plaintiff
- and FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP (CANADA) INC.
Defendant
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992
AFFIDAVIT OF KAI XUE
(Affirmed October 6, 2020)
I, Kai Xue, of the City of London, in the Province of Ontario, DO AFFIRM THAT:
1.

I am a former employee of Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc. (“Flight Centre”).

I worked at Flight Centre’s Eaton Centre location in Toronto, Ontario from approximately
February 9, 2011 to August 31, 2012, and then at Flight Centre’s Summerhill location in
Toronto, Ontario from approximately September 1, 2012 to October 15, 2015. I am therefore
a class member in this proposed class action.
2.

I received the Notice of Settlement Approval informing class members about the

settlement of this class action. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement was
reached after a two-day mediation in Toronto in July 2020 and that it involved compromise by
both parties.
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3.

I am aware that the proposed class action contemplates Flight Centre paying the total

sum of $7 million to settle this lawsuit and that Flight Centre has committed to implementing a
new timekeeping system to properly track employees’ actual hours worked, including overtime.
I am aware that the amount claimed in the Statement of Claim in this class action was $100
million. I am advised by Melanie Anderson that the settlement amount was a compromise that
was reached based upon a number of factors including a discount for the time worked beyond
the two year limitation period, a discount for the time worked in British Columbia in light of
the unique statutory exemption from overtime pay under British Columbia’s Employment
Standards Act for commissioned salespeople, the fact that the class of just under 5,000 members
was much smaller than the 10,000 originally estimated by the plaintiff, the benefit of certainty
and ensuring a prompt payment, and the various risks associated with proceeding with this
litigation, particularly given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the travel industry.
4.

I am aware that the proposed settlement is subject to the approval of the Ontario

Superior Court of Justice and that a motion to approve the settlement is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on November 9, 2020
5.

I am aware that the settlement includes class counsel seeking fees of 25% of the $7

million settlement amount, plus disbursements, administrative expenses and HST, and an
honorarium for the representative plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.
6.

I support this proposed settlement, including class counsel’s fees and the honorarium to

the representative plaintiff. I am very pleased that the plaintiff was able to secure this settlement
and that I will be receiving compensation for the overtime I worked during my time at Flight
Centre.
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7.

I also support this settlement because, even though I no longer work at Flight Centre, I

think the time tracking system that Flight Centre must implement as part of the settlement is
essential and will ensure fairness and accountability for the employees that continue to work at
Flight Centre.
8.

I swear this affidavit in support of the motion to approve the settlement of this class

action and for no other or improper purpose.
AFFIRMED BEFORE ME via videoconference
in the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario,
affiant stated as being located in the City of
London, Province of Ontario, this 6th day of
October, 2020.

A Commissioner for
or takin
taking
ng Affidavits (or as
a may be)

Melanie Anderson LSO # 79238J
(pursuant to O. Reg 431/20)

Kai Xue

APS
Plaintiff
and

FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP
(CANADA) INC.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6970
Fax: 416-591-7333

Nadine Blum LSUC# 52772G
nblum@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-6971
Fax: 416-591-7333

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
csinclair@goldblattpartners.com
Tel: 416-979-4234
Fax: 416-591-7333

Goldblatt Partners LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2

AFFIDAVIT OF KAI XUE

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Proceeding commenced at TORONTO

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP
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Aps
Plaintiff

Flight Centre Travel Group (Canada) Inc.
Defendant

Lawyers for the Plaintiff

Joshua Mandryk LS#: 68823D
Tel: 416.979.6970
Email: jmandryk@goldblattpartners.com

Nadine Blum LS#: 52772G
Tel: 416.979.6971
Email: nblum@goldblattpartners.com

Charles Sinclair LS#: 43178A
Tel: 416.979.4234
Email: csinclair@goldblattpartners.com

GOLDBLATT PARTNERS LLP
20 Dundas Street West, Suite 1039
Toronto ON M5G 2C2
Fax: 416.591.7333

027,21RECORD OF THE
PLAINTIFF
(Returnable November 9, 2020)

Proceeding commenced at Toronto

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

Court File No.: CV-19-00614755-00CP

